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INTRODUCTION 

Even a cursory study of the pulpwood situation will convince one 
of the need for keeping the potentialpulpwood lands in this country 
in a continuously productive state. The nrosperity and, indeed, the 
continuation of the pulp and paper industry demands a permanent 
domestic supply of pulpwood. Shortage of home-grown timber may 
be temporarily overcome by foreign importation, but owing to con
ditions in other countries this offers no dependable or permanent re
lief and evidently the industry must soon face the problem of raising 
its own pulpwood. 

In the Northeast-New England and New York-the situation has 
already become serious, mainly for the reason that pulp and paper 
establishments have been concentrated here from the very beginning 
of the industry in North America. This concentration has been 

1 Maintained at Amherst, )luss., In cooperation with ihe Mas8u'(;husetb Agriclilturui
College. 
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logical and practically inevitable, owing to the favorable conditions 
inthe region for the development and expansion of the pulp industry, 
such" as large bodies of accessible spruce forests, an abundance of 
cheap power, low transportation costs, and nearness to markets. 

However, neither chea;p power and nearness to markets nor the 
industrial gellius and push of the men behind the industry in the 
Northeast can maintain the industry here in the face ot' waning 
local supplies of raw material. The pulp and paper industry can.no 
longer be regarded as regional. The prIce of pulpwood is governed 
by world-wide competition and the continuation of the industry in 
any particular regIOn rests fundamentally on the possibilities of 
manufacturing paper pulp from domestic supplies more cheaply than 
it can be imported. Eventual curtailment of ]Julpwood will force 
many mills dependent on outside importation to close down. Paper 
and pulp concer;lS are awakening to the fact that the ultimate salva
tion of their in~~n;:;try lies in making their lanel produce the necessary 
raw material. 

In the spruce region as a whole, conditions are favorable for the 
continuous production of pulpwood crops. Spruce stands reproduce 
themselves readily, growing conditions are good, and markets are 
excellent. There is only one l?rime requisite-th~t young growth be 
established on the land before the mature fOl.'est IS cut off. For suc
cessful reg~neration of spruce stands nearly total dependence must be 
placed on this advance growth. "Wherever reproduction on cut-over 
lands is abundant, as it normally is, practically aU of it is advance 
growth which was present in the original stand. Where reproduction 
is absent at the time of cutting, subsequent restocking progi'esses at 
an extremely slow pace or fails completely. When sufficient advance 
growth is present at the time of logging the opportunity for produc
ing full pUlpwood crops lies primarily in preserving and bringing 
to maturity trees already in existence at the time of cutting. 

What measures are needful to insure good development of the 
more desirable species from this advance growth has never been 
broadly determinecl nor made widely known to forest owners. 
Studies of cut-over spruce and fir lands, both prior to and after clear 
cutting of pulpwood species came into general vogue, have been 
largely localized in nature, and the results of such studies have not 
beeIi made generally available. To meet the need for better informa
tion, which might to advantage be widely disseminated, the North
eastern Forest Experiment Station in 1923 began to gather specific 
data on the actual conditions of extensive areas dear cut for pulp
wood, such as would be reprl'sentative of the entire spruce region. 

The guiding purpose of this investigation was to find the answers 
to certain questions upon which must be based anv satisfactory or 
stable policy for the management of lands for future pulpwood pro
duction. For example, what effect has the clear-cutting system, so 
commonly employed in spruce Rnd fir stands to-day, on the growth 
and ultimate development of the future stand ~ What is the amount 
and character of the neW growth coming in ~ Does it differ 
materially from the original stand ~ What will be the composition 
of the new crop of timber ~ What are the factors responsible for 
the successful establishment or failure of spruce and fir reproduction 
in the new st~nd1 ·Will the rapidly growing hardwoods take posses
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sion of these areas to the exclusion of sprUC0 and fir ~ What measures 
should be adopted to insure another crop of pulpwood following 
cutting, and what treatment is required to bring lands to full 
productivity ~ 

To make clear the scope of the investigations along these lines, 
a brief description of the principal forest types considered will be 
he.lpful. 

THE SPRUCE FORESTS 

The territory embraced by the spruce region covers practically the 
entire State of Maine~ 'with the exception of a small section in the 
southeast, and extends westward over the northern half of New 
Hampshire and Vermont and the Adirondack Plateau region of 
New York. It follows down the Green Mountain range of Vermont, 
into the Berkshires of western Massachusetts. Five broad spruce 
types are ordinarily recognized in the spruce region: (1) Spruce-flat, 
(2) spruce-hardwoods, (3) spruce-slope, (4) spruce-swamp, and (5) 
old-field spruce. Nearly all so-called pure spruce stands have an 
admixture of hardwood species. Stands containing the highest 
percentage of spruce and fir are· usually found in the old-field and 
spruce-slope types. A considerable admixture of hardwoods normally 
occurs in [he other types (pI. 1, A), though spruce swamps and bogs 
often support pure conifer stands. 

Spruce and fir are natural rivals, each struggling for possession 
of the sarno ground. In the virgin forest or on cut-over lands left 
undisturbed for a long period of time, spruce has no difficulty in 
maintaining its supremacy over its natural rival, since it is longer 
lived and has .a, greater capacity for enduring suppression. 

SPRUCE-FLAT TYPE 

The spruce-flat type occurs on the better drained sites above the 
swamp areas and extends to the lower slopes, occupying the flats, 
low ridges, and knolls above the lakes and streams. The soil is 
moist and shallow and contains many bowlders. The forest floor 
is often covered with Hypnum mosses, with a thin mat of hardwood 
leaves on the knolls and ridges. Thr principal species in this type 
are red spruce (Pieea 1ubm) and balsam fir (Abies balsanwa) , gen
erally mIxed with a few hardwoods, such as red maple (Acer 1'Ub
rom), paper. birch and yellow birch (Betulapapyrifera and B.l!utea), 
with a scattering of white spruce (Picea glauca), northern white 
pine (Pinus strobus), eastern hemlock (T8uga canadensis), and 
northern white cedar (Thuja ocaidentalis) occurring as scattered 
individuals. The upper margin of this type is marked by the ap
pearance of beech (Fagus grandifolia) and sugar maple (Ace?' sac
charum). The spruce-flat type is of considerable importance com
mercially, being -found extensively in the level regions of Maine, 
northern New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York. The timber 
is of much better quality than that found in the swamp type and 
the growth is more rapid. 

SP~UCE-HARDWOODS TYPE 

The spr.uce-hardwoods type occupies the well-drained sites, pre
ferring the deep, moist soils. It is usually encountered above the 
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spruce-flat zone and below the upper-slope belt. Red spruce, found 
in mixture with balsam fir, yellow birch, beech, sugar maple, and 
occasionally northern white pine, red maple, and paper birch, is 
the chief species. Eastern hemlock is also commonly present. Red 
spruce reaches its best indiVidual development in this type, as do 
also the associated hardwoods. It is also a type of wide commer
cial importance, being extensively represented through the spruce 
region of the Northeast. 

For the purpose of discussion two subtypes will be recognized. 
The first is the yeUow birch-spruce l5ubtype, which usually borders 
the upper margins of the spruce fiats or occurs on gentle slopes or 
benches within the spruce-hardwoods type, and has maIlY charac
teristics of the spruce-flat type. Yellow birch, and to some extent 
red maple and paper birch, are the important hardwoods found in 
mixture with red spruce and balsam fir. This type is practically 
equivalent to what -in Maine is termed the yellow-birch type. 

The second subtype, the sugar maple-spruce, occurs on towel' slopes 
and ridges and may be re<Tarded as a borderland type between the 
spruce-hardwoods and northem hardwoods types. Sugar maple and 
beech are the principal hardwoods, and make up a considerable 
proportion of the stand. Red spruce, though generally well de
velopecl. and of good quality, occurs much less frequently. These 
stands are usually associated with fairly deep, well-drained soils, 
often containing large quantities of rocks. This subtype forms a 
considerable proportion of the Adirondack region, and is also well 
represented in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. 

SPRUCE-SLOPE TYPE 

The spruce-slope type occupies the upper slopes, which are usually 
steep, rocky, and covered with a thin layer of soil. While spruce 
predominates in this type, balsam fir, yellow birch, and paper birch 
are commonly associated with it. The timber usually grows in 
thick stands and produces high yields. This type grades off into 
trees of poor quality at the upper limits, becoming more stunted 
as it approaches the timber line. The spruce-slope type is an im
portant one in the mountainous .<;ections of New York and New 
England. 

SPRUCE-SWAMP TYPE 

The spruce-swamp type, of minor importance, occupies poorly 
drained areas neal' lakes and streams, OCCUlTing most abundantly 
in Maine and New York. The soil is usually peaty in character, 
has a high retentive capacity for water, and often supports a ground 
covel' of Sphagnum moss of considerable depth. The most char
acteristic tree is the black spruce (Pi,oea 11UJ,1iana), with balsam fir, 
tamarack (Lam UbrWina), northern white cedar, eastern hemlock, 
and northern white pine often present. Black ash (F-raannu8 
nig-ra) , red maple, paper birch) and yellow birch are frequently 
represented. The growth in tIns type is generally slow but more 
rapid on its upper margin. Windfall is common, on account of 
the shallow root systems developed in the boggy soil. 
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..:\., A J1Ulpwood stand in the $"nJ(·r·IHlnlwf1nd~ typc, !'h(J\\'iIl~ a ehafllc'tl1rbtieallr Jarge IHIJIli~tllnl 
of lutrdwood~; H, wiwlfnll on t·ypnr·old ('ultim; Ingg(ld for Hl:\tllfC ~prt1('e :lilt! IHlrdwood:-. 
SVfUCC nnd flr llro shallow moted ;Hld 011 thin soils nrc suhject-to wiud damage 
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CROWN CANOPY IN SPRUCE STANDS SHOWING THE OPENING THROUGH 
WHICH LIGHT REACHES THE FOREST FLOOR 

.\, l.nrgr. ('onifrr ('IlUOJ)Y; n, n rnixtllrt' of hnrdwood n!lll soft wood (·rown~. I n :.;t.nnd~ of I·itiwr ('hur~ 
arl(>r~um('h'nt light n';l('lws till' gnulllIi to erU'l)llraga tIH'e ... tnhlislll'll'ul {,cuimnltunt r('JlrodlH'tio'l. 
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OLD FIELD·SPRUCE TYPE 

The old field-spruce type occurs scatteringly throughout the re
gion but is confined principally to northern New England. It is 
restricted to lands once cleared for pasturage or agricultural crops. 
Owing to the high timber-productive capacity of these soils ex
cellent growth and high yields are common. Pure stands of red 
spruce are frequent in this type, though balsam fir, white spruce, 
and occasionally tamarack and white pine appear in mixture. 
Pure red spruce stands are particularly characteristic of Varmont, 
whereas the mixed stands occur more frequently in Maine and New 
Hampshire. Here, in fad, white spruce often supplants red spruce 
to the extent of forming pure or nearly pure stands. 

METHODS OF STUDY 

Approximately 420 temporary sample plots established throughout 
the spruce region of the Northeast, and so distributed as to repre
sent 8 wide variety of type, site quality, composition of stand, and 
age of cut-over area, form the basis for the present study. Ap
proximately 245 of these plots were taken in the spruce-flat type 
and 155 in the spruce-hardwoods tvpe-the two types which supply 
the bulk of the pulpwood consumed by the mdustry. Sixteen 
plots were obtained in the spruce-slope type -and only four in the 
old-field type. The data from these plots are supplemented by 
short-time observations on a series of permanent method-of-cutting 
plots established in the White Mountains, on which detailed studies 
of germination and survival of reproduction are being made. The 
temporary plots ranged from 0.1 of an acre to 1 acre in size, by 
far the greater number being one-eighth-acre plots. On most of 
the areas selected clear cutting of pulpwood species had been prac
ticed; that is, all spruce and fir down to a diameter of 5 or 6 inches 
had been removed, while the hardwoods occurring in mixture were 
1eft uncut. This is a system of cutting commonly practiced through
out the Northeast. On transect strips, each containing 0.01. of an 
acre, all reproduction was recorded by species and height classes. 
Eight such strips were laid out to each acre of plot. 

A. complete record of all trees 1 inch and above in diameter was 
made on each plot, the I-inch class comprising all trees 0.6 inch to 1.5 
inches diameter at breast height, the 2-inch class 1.6 inches to 2.5 
inches, and so on. Trees below the I-inch class were regarded as 
reproduction and were recorded only on the transect strips. In 
order to obtain data on the character of materi"al removed in the 
process of logging, stumps were measured, and recorded by species 
wherever this was discernible. In addition, approximately 500 
red spruce and balsam fir seedlings were analyzed to determine 
the age and relative rate of growth and development of the two 
species under different growing conditions. Seedlings were cross
sectioned at intervals of 1 foot and the annual height growth de
termined, particular attention being paid to height growth follow
ing logging and to the relative capacity of spruce and fir to recover 
from suppression. ' 

Height and crown widths distributed over a range of diameter 
and crown classes were measured on 10 per cent of the conifers and 
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5 per cent of the hardwoods. For each plot the type, location, abso
lute and relative elevations, aspect, stand, origin, and density were 
recorded, and notes were also made on the character> of the soil, 
brush, and ground cover. Trees having well-developed crowns and 
locat~d a few feet away from a stump furnished a clue to the cut
ting date: since these liberated trees usually show accelerated growth. 
The cutting date was also often determined by counting the annual 
rings on rapid-growing hardwoods which had sprung up in skid 
roads and skid trails the first growing season following logging. 

Since but very few plots established on recently cut-over areas were 
available as a basis for stand tables, the plan followed was to 
reconstruct the stands on ;paper as they were immediately following 
cutting, due il-llowance bemg made for mortality during the period 
following cutting. Throu~h t~:L.a aid of diameter-growth tables, 
the present diameters of all trees now comprising the stand were 
reduced to their diameters at the time of cutting, and an average 
stand table for the newly cut-over areas was then compiled. 

RESULTS OF PAST AND PRESENT CUTTING METHODS 

The original forests of the region covered extensive areas in 
unbroken masses, but varied from the more or less even-aged stands 
such as are encountered on old burns and blow-downs to the all-aged 
stands which are more typical of the region. 

Then, as now, in the occasional vigorous even-aged stands charac
terized by a dense continuous overhead canopy, little sunlight struck 
the forest floor, and reproduction was likely to be scarce or some
times entirely lacking. Seedlings seldom survived beyond the third 
or fourth year. In the older, more open stands, and in all-aged 
stands whose overhead canopy was less continuous (pI. 2), seed-bed 
conditions were favorable and the abundant seed resulted in plenti.. 
ful natural reproduction. 

Earlier lumbering operations encouraged the establishment of 
reproduction by removing here and there individuals or groups of 
the larger high-grade spruce and white pine, thus creating openings 
which were usually filled up at once by released conifer reproduction 
or by fast-growing hardwoods. In some instances the slower-grow
ing spruce. and fir had been suppressed for years under cover of 
the invading hardwoods, only to gain the ascendency eventually. 

The early expansion of the pulp and paper industry made no 
radical change in this situation; but with the beginmng of the 
twentieth century the consunlption of paper increased enormously, 
bringing at once increased stumpage values and a greater severity of 
cutting. By 1913 most of the owners in the Northeast were cutting 
their pulpwood lands clean, only occasional spruce and fir trees over 
5 inches in diameter being left. These trees, in most instances, 
were unable for many years to produce seed in any quantity. Areas 
which had supported nearly pure stands of spruce and fir were 
left practically treeless. Elsewhere the hardwoods, not being gen
erally utilized, dominated the residual stand and produced yearly 
vast quantities of seed, resulting in a greatly increased represen
tation in the following crop. 

Even under these conditlOns, spruce and fir reproduction on cut
over spruce lands was normally plentiful. Conditions on uncut as 
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well as on cut-over areas indicate that practically all of the pulp
wood reproduction now found on cut-over areas was present in the 
stand prior to cutting and represents an accumulatIOn extending 
over a period of several decades. ' 

Table 3 summarizes for the spruce-flat, spruce-hardwoods, and 
spruce-slope types the average number of conifers and hardwoods 
left following logging, whereas Tables 1 and 2 show in detail by 
diameter classes the residual stand in the first two of these 
types. A glance at Table 3 shows that usually a considerable num
ber of trees remained eyen on these so-called clear-cut areas. In the 
spruce-flat and spruce-slope types the bulle of these trees are spruce 
and fir. However, their ayerage breast-high diameter does not 
exceed 2 inches in any of the types because of the degree to which 
these species are utilized. In the spruce-hardwoods type, the hard
woods greatly outnumber the conifers. Residual hardwoods in 
nearly all instances rl1;nge from small trees to mature and over
mature trees of large SIze. 

In general, these hardwoods contain :1 considerable quantity of 
defect, which appears to be more marked in the cut-over stands than 
in the original forest. A possible explanation of this difference may 
be that through injuries receiyed in logging the residual hardwood 
trees are more easily attacked by rot-producmg fungi. How serious 
a factor this may be was demonstrated on a number of sample plots 
where, in a careful estimate of all standing merchantable hardwood 
trees, a total volume of 7,000 board feet of merchantable hardwoods 
per acre was founel to contain only 2,400 board feet, or but 34 per 
cent, of sound material. 

TABLE I.-Stana table b1l ,qpecicl! ana diameter classc8, s/wllCe-fia,t t1lpe, i1~ 
number Of trees per acre: Residual stnna foZlo1.cil1g cutting to small di{lmeter.q 
for pulpu;ooa specic,q onl/l 1 

Diameter Red Balsam Yellow Sugar Rcd PapcrIMiscel- Total All mer- :'-11 
class Cincbes) spruce IIr bircb Beecb maple maple bircb laneous spruce ebantable weedand IIr hardwoods specIes 
-----1--- ---------------___ f____------

L ___ .._. ______ 1S.9 3~ 7 .1.7 0.6 0.1 5.U 0.2 2.2 53.6 23.7 0.6 
11. ...___ • __ •___ 10.4 16.2 3 • .1.6 2.1 2.1 1.8 32.6 10.1 1.3 
3 ______ • __ ••___ 10.4 10.0 :1.3 .5 _.. ___ ._ 1.2 1.4 2.5 20.4 S.O .7 
4 _____ . ___...._ S.3 6.5 2.8 .5 ___ ._.. 1.0 1.0 1.8 14.S 7.1 .7 
5. _____ •___.___ 5.5 4.5 2.4 .2 .... _.. 1.1 1.4 1.5 10.0 6.6 .1 
6 __________.___ 3.7 2.7 2.8 .4 ....... .9 1.0 1.2 6.4 6.3 .1 
.....,.__ . ___ .. 3.8 2.0 2.0 .4 __ ••. _. .8 1.2 .7 5.8 5.7 .5 
S _______ ._._ •• _ 5.3 1.5 2.7 .3 ___ .... .7 1.0 .7 0.8 5.4 
9 __ ..._. __ ..._. 2.2 .6 1.6 .2 -____ ._ .8 .8 .6 2.8 4.0 
10 ______ ••__... 1_0 .. 6 3.4 .2 _____ . .5 .7 .8 1.6 5.611_.___________ .7 .3 1.8 .2 .1 .3 .6 .6 1. 0 3.6 ________ 

g::::::::::::: :~ :t 1:5 '::::::: ::::::: :r :~ J j iJ I:::::::: 

!!!!~;~: :~~!: :::llj!1 n! I~~;l~!· .:;:~r •.,:~!:I::~\!: ~I_l_,._l_::_:,,__:_'_!~-'--'---l-:: 
I Basis, 226 plots. It wlJl be noted that tho number of plots forming tho hasis for Tables 1, 2, and 3 docs 

not agreo wIth tho number used as a basis for tho reproduction tables. ThIs disagreement is due to the 
.1act that the depth 0/ tbe SIlOW prevented the tallyIng of reproduction on " numher 0/ tbe plots established. 
In the spruce and hardwoods type addItional reproduction plots wero tallled subsequent to the compilation 
of tbe stand table. 
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TABUJ 2.-Stan4 table by 8pecie8 and. dia,nwter classes, spruce-hardu;oods type, 
in number of trees per acre: Resia1ta~ stwna tollOlring cutting to small 
dianwter8 tor pltlpwoo(l 8[Jedes only I 

Diameter Re(l Balsam Yellow Sugar Red Paper MisCllI- 'rotal All mer'l All 
class (inches) spruce fir birch B~ch maple mallIe hirch Inncous spruce chantnblo weed , and fir hardwoods species 

L_____________ 13.8 -:; '-;;; --;.; --:.;;- --:.;;- -;;;---:; -;;' -;-;-I~
2 ____________ ._ 9.2 7.8 8.3 3.9 2.1 3.8 1.3 .4 17.0 19.8 5.0 
3______________ 6.8 6.2 3.4 1.4 .6 .4 .2 .3 13.0 6.3 1.94._____________ 5.4 3.1 4.9 2.3 1.2 3.6 .3 .5 8.5 12.8 .9 
5______________ 4.7 1.8 3.0 1. 6 .5 .4 .2 ________ 6.5 5.7 
6______________ 1.0 3.3 2. Ii .4 .9 .3 .5 3.1 B.O .22.11 
L_____________ 3.0 .0 1.6 I.O .6 .3 .4 .1 3.6 4.0 
8______________ 1,4 .1 3.3 1.8 .3 .8 _______ ________ 1.5 6.2 
9______________ .5 i .1 1.4 1.2 .3.4.1.6 3.4 _______ _ 
10_____________ .2 _______ 2.3 1.8 .4.8 .1.2 5.41________
11_____________ .2 1. _____ 00 1.1 1.2 .1 _____ • ___• __.__ .2 2.4 __._. __ _ 
12 _______ . __ ... .2 i.- ____ .. 2.4 1.2 .4 .5 ____.. _ ..._____ .2 4.5 ________ 

it:::::::::::: :::::::i:::::::: 1: ~ :~ :~ ::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~g,::::::=: 

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~= ~~~~~~f~~~~~~ 1j :f ...::. :~~~~!: ~~~~~~~ :;;;;~~; :~~~~~~~ iJ ~~~~~~~~ 
~::=:::===:::: ::::::t:::::: J =:=:::: :::::::':::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :: :::::::: 

TotaL_. 47.51-;a:5 52.0,' 27.6! 12.0 1'""J'7.4~ 2.5 74.0 118.21 9.5 
Perccntago_~__.. 23. 6 ~ 13. I 25.8 13.7 6.0 S.6 3.3 1.2 36.7 58.6 -I. 7 

1 Basis, 132 plots. 

TABLE 3.--Residual Mand immediately follo'll;ing 'remOl'ul of spruce {(nil til' for 

Pltlpu;ood. -in different fore.~t tYIle,q, -ill- number Of trees per acre 1 -i1wh dium

etel' at brcn.st height an{Z above 


I 
Pulpwood species I 

rrnrdll,oOdS I 
'Yeed NumberForest type All treesand others ,pecics of ploL~ 

I Spruce '_~:r_J~;' I 
I -j--

Spruce fiat-------.--------- ..l 76.6 ' 7U.8 I 156.• 96. 5 : .\. 0 256. 9 226 
Spruce and flqrdwoods ______ • ';7_5 ': 74.0Spruce slope_________ ... ______ 1 2~.~ I liS. 2 1 9.5 201. i 132 

45.71 3".11 81.2 16.6 G 97.8 16 
1 

Cutting also leaves the residual trees subject to the drying influ
ences of Slm and wind, causing them to become stag headed and en
couraging attacks from insects such as the sugar-maple borer 
(Glycobius spef}/,o8us) which attacks the sugar maple, and the bronze
birch borer (Ag1'wUS anX'ius) which attacks both the paper and 
yellow birches. The paper and yellow birches are particularly sus
ceptible to deterioration. Preliminary observations indicate that 
this deterioration increases directly in proportion to the amount of 
sunlight reaching the released trees. 

As a rule, on the cut-over areus studied, all size classes subject to 
severe wind-throw had been removed. However, on extt'emely shal
Jow soils spruce and fir trees even as small as 1 and 2 inches 
(diameter at breast height) were uprooted by the wind, and occa
sional large openings in the stand resulted in the wind-throw of 
some of the residual hardwoods, particularly yellow birch. 'Wind. 
throw in hardwoods, howeve~', is of direct benefit to the young 
conifiers. 

Stands in which a selection method of cutting has been practicecl 
often suffer severe losses from wind-throw. (PI. 1, B.) In one 
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such stand1 in which 70 per cent of the original 13,000 board feetper acre had been removed, approximately 30 per cent of the residualstand of 3,800 board feet per acre was lost through wind-throwwithin 16 months of logging, including 40 per cent by volume of theresidual hardwoods. This loss was further increasecl by subsequentwindfall. Although tIllS high loss-partly explained by the factthat the stand was unduly exposed-may be the result of a ratherunusual set of conditions, it nevertheless helps to emphasize the consideration that must be given to wind-throw in the management ofspruce stands. 

REPRODUCTION IN THE ORIGINAL STAND 
As has been pointed out conditions in the original stand are normally favorable to the establishment of abundant conifer reproduction. Where considerable light reaches the forest floor, it is notuncommon to find a goodly scattering of spruce and fir seedlingshidden among the heavy growth of low herbaceous vegetation. (PI.3, A.) Old decayed logs and wind-thrown trees are frequentlycovered with der-se masses of spruce and fir reproduction which invigor and number exceed those growing on adjacent areas of equalsize, indicating that these sites are most favorable to the germinationand development of spruce and fir seedlings.
In the form of a reserve, these spruce and fir seedlings remain insuppression for long periods. If the period be not too long theywill upon release assume their normal growth; but continued suppression is harmful to both species, especially to fir. (Pl. 3, B.)As will be shown subsequently, fir seedlings have the ability to takequick possession of the land but, lacking the stamina of spruceseedlings and requiring more light for their development as theygrow older, are liable to die in large numbers before attaining anygreat height if release be too long deferred. At 3 to 4 feet theymay develop suppressed, flattened crowns, insufficient for the demands of growth, greatly retarding development and lowering vitality, thus making the young trees particularly susceptible todisease. 'Wind-throw is also a factor in reducing the representationof fir.
·Where beech and sugar maple form an important part of thestand, it is not unusual to find advance reproduction of these specieson the forest floor in large numbers. In an uncut spruce-hardwoodstand sugar maple, which formed a high percentage of the ma.turestand, constituted 86 per cent of the reproduction (Table 4), owingto its tolerance of shade. Beech formed only 5 per cent, while yellowbirch, red spruce,and 'balsam fir were each represented to the extentof only 3 per cent. The birches and red maple are less tolerant andform a very small percentage of the advance reproduction, but following loggillg they come up abundantly in openings. Beech springsup in considerable numbers as root snckers, particularly from portions of roots barked in the process of log skidding.

20701"-31-2 
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TABLE 4.-Reproduotwn per aoret of variou8 size olasse8 Mb an UMut maturE! 
8tand in the spruce-hal'd:zvoods type, containing a, high percentage ot sugar 
maple 1 

Pulpwood species 

1----;----;----1 Sugar Beech Y~llow '?i~:£ All;Size class maple birch woods species
Red Balfirsam Total 

spruce 
----------1--- --------------------
o to 0.5 foot_____________________ _ 262 469 731 '4,694 118 270 5,082 5,813
0.6 to 1 foot_________ -----________ 14 24 38 4,297 361 155 4,813 4,8511.1 to 2 feeL _____________________ 62 1 63 1,737 85 42 1,854 1,9272.1 to 3 feeL____________________ _ 23 3 26 1,143 53 30 1,226 1,2523.1 to 4 feet_______________________ 19 1 20 557 32 20 609 629 
4.1 feet, 1 inch diam2ter at breast

height__________________________ 37 _________ 37 554 62 6 622 659 

Total______________________ ---m~--m:5 212,982 -ml~ 14,216 - 15,131 
Per cent.________________________ 2.7 3.3 6.0 85.8 4. 7 3.5 94. 0 100 

1 Based on 72 chains of reproduction strips 6.6 feet wide. 
, Including one red maple seedling. 

REPRODUCTION FOLLOWING CUTTING 

Where advance reproduction is absent and reliance for seed trees 
for the new forest must be placed upon the ·few conifers under 5 or 
6 inches in diameter, prospects for renewed pulpwood stands are 
slight. The remaining conifers, if of the suppressed class as is 
usually the case, will not for many years develop into effective seed
bearing trees. In the meantime hundreds of thousands of seedlings 
produced by the large residual hardwoods will take possession of the 
inadequately stocked areas. Changed seed-bed conditions and dense 
stands of hardwood sprouts, together with invading brush growth, 
discourage the establishment of spruc~ and fir following cutting. It 
is not surprising that, even on 20 and 30 year old cuttings, the spruce 
and fir reproduction that has come in since cutting 1S negligible. 
Such small quantities as do appear are for the most part of fir. 
Where seed-bed conditions are favorable the new seedlings may gain 
a foothold within the first year or two following cutting, but with 
each passing year conditions become less and less favorable &or their 
establishment. No attempt will be made here to discuss all of the 
factors responsible for the complete or partial failure of new spruce 
and fir seedlings to establish themselves on cut-over lands where 
advance reproduction is absent. Not until more data have been ob
tained on seed supply, soil moisture, nutrients, light intensities, and 
other particulars affecting the establishment of these species can this 
question be fully answered, 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE QUANTITY OF ADVANCE 

REPRODUCTION 


FOREST TYPE 

The quantity of spruce and fir reproduction on cut-.over lands 
varies with forest type. A study of Tables 5 to 9 inclusive and Fig
ures 1 to 4 showing the quantity and composition of reproduction 
clearly demonstrates this fact. It is of particular interest in this 
respect to compare the spruce-flat with the spruce-hardwoods type-
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at breast height 
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the two types of greatest extent and importance in the spruce 
region. In both of these types data were gathered on cut-over areas 
up to 4:0 years old, making possible a direct comparison of the re
sults, a discu:'lsion of which follows later. In the spruce-slope type 
only three ages of cut-over areas are represented, the maximum age 
being 15 years. In drawing comparisons, therefore, the limitations 
of the spruce-slope should be recognized. 

Examination of Figure 1 and Table 5 indicates that certain facts 
hold true for all types studied, namely that the quantity of conifer 
reproduction below 1 inch diameter at breast heIght is greatest on 
the areas most recently cut over, decreasing progressively with in
crease in the period since cutting. This is concrete evidence that, as 
previously stated, the reproduction coming in after cutting exclusive 
of hardwoods is negligible. 

TABLE 5.-Relation Of compos-ition and quantity of reproduction 8'1IUUler tha'fl. 
1 inch diameter at breaat height to age of cut-ovcr <nrca for various (oreet 
typea 

SPRUCE-FLAT TYPE 

Proportion ofA vernge stems of reproduction per aere spruce and fir 

Age (years) �----------~I--------~--------~----·I----.-----I~~. 
Spruce and fir Hardc%~: and Weed species Total Sprucc Fir 

-----1--.----'1 -------
Number Per cent Numberlper ceni NUTII••)"F" c .. lli Number Per cent Per cwt Number 

2________ ___________ 
5._______________ -___ 
10___________________ 

4,440 
3,395 
3,138 

50.. 9 
66.S 
76.6 

4,2H 
1,154 

S05 

4S.7 
22.7 
19.6 

36 
5:14 
155 

0.4 
10.5 
3.8 

8,720
5,083 
4,098 

40.1 
Ii.0 
33.0 

59.9 
83.0 
67.0 

63 
16 
46 

15___________________
20_ •. ________________ 

3,062
1,762 

81. 5 
83.4 

693 
306 

lS.5 
14.5 

0 
45 

0 
2.1 

3,755
2,113 

40.8 
26.2 

59.2 
73.S 

14 
32 

25___________________ 
30___________________
:i.'i_________ ._._______ 
40 _________ •• ____ ._ 

1,929 
1,275
1,3.13 

977 

97.1 
94. 8 
SO. 0 
91.7 

58 
39 

33.188 
2.9 
2. 9 

20.0 
8.3 

0 
31 
0 
0 

0 
2.3 
0 
0 

1, \lSi 
1,345
1,6(>6 
1,065 

41.8 
U.7 
59.9 
29.i 

58.2 
64.3 
40.1 
70.3 

31 
29 
3 

11 

SPRUCE-HARDWOODS TYPE 

5.._____• _______ •____ 1 
3,IJ(H 52.9 2t 472 I 32.7 1,090 14.4 7,5.56 i 65.0 35.0 1710____.-___ •_________ 
1,926 32.6 54.4 771 13.0 2,1.9 5315______________•• __ • 3,214\ 5,OIl I 74.1 
1,325 23.7 3, ISO 56.8 1,090 19.5 5,595 36.2 63.8 2020____ ._. __ •____••___ 580 1-1.5 1,930 4S.2 1,490 37.3 36.3 IO4,000 I 63.725____ • __ ._. _. _••__ ._ 43.5 722 56.5 0 0 3,050 78.2 21.8 123o____________•••• _.• 1,~ 

27.8 1,1,357 1 59.1 302 13.1 2297 51.6 48..1 2435 _____ •_. _. ____ •• ___ 711 32.8 1,058 48.S 398 18.4 72.4 27.6 640 ____ • ____ •• _____ ••• 2: 1671
750 2·1.8 2,200 72.6 SO 2.6 3,030 6·1.0 36.0 IO 

, 

SPRUCE-£LOPE TYPE 

1 11 .\
10___•___ •_____ •• __ .. 2,747 41.0 3,812 56.8 148 2.2 6,707 65.5 :H.5 8~-~--~----·-·--·-··-I I3,4fJO I 71,214,000 I 21.21 '450 I 7,6118,Il00 I 88.11 •

9 1 
15__...__... __ •••. _.. 1,000 35.9 3,225 00.8 175 3.3 5,300 96.0 4.0 4 

Tables 5 to 9 :.lllcl Figures 1 to 4: also show that cut-over areas in 
the spruce-flat type IHlve over twice the quantity of spruce and fir 
reproduction that cut-over areas in the spruce-hardwoods type have. 
Other conifers 2 and hardwoods, as well as weed species,3 are present 

• Such AS ~'(!(]ar, hemlock, lind pine. which rorm II negliglhle part of thl' stllll(l. 
3 Weed specl('s, or unmerchllntabll' hurdwoods, seldom atttllning u dlllmeter of 8 inches 

at breast ·height consl~t of pin (Orl') cherry (l'rtmll" lWn1UJlllvall(ccl), mountain aall 
(SorbU8 IJlllt'7'lca-na.), monntllhl 1nnple (Acer Rplcatlun.). s.trllH!d wuple (moosewood), 
(Acer pC'1n8Ylva1ti~"IIIII), lind gray birch (flelula 11opuli/olta). 
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in considerably greater numbers in the spruce-hardwoods than in the 
spruce-flat typ~. In fact, the reproduction of hardwoods and others 
in this type outnumbers that on the spruce-flat by a ratio of over 
2 to 1, while for the weed species the ratio is even greater. (Fig. 4.) 
The maximum quantity of spruce and fir reproduction to the acre 
encountered in the spruce-hardwoods type was spruce, 5,200; balsam 
fir, 1,800; and hardwoods, 13,400. In the spruce-flat type the maxi
mum numbers were spruce, 16,125; balsam fir, 11,900; and hard
woods, 5,100. And in the spruce-slope type spruce, 20,400; balsam 
fir; 200; and hardwoods, 1,000. Occasional plots in all types were 
found to be devoid of all reproduction. The older cut-over areas 
contain relatively small numbers of seedlings, since most of the seed
lings have, in the elapsed interval since cutting, outgrown the repro
duction stage and can no longer be so classed. 

~rADLE 6.-Rep1"oductiol~ of Varimt8 heiuht cla8.ws in number Of trees pe.r acre 
in different age cuttings tor varioU8 fore.~t tYlle,~ 

SPRUCE.FLAT TYPE I 

4.1 ft. to 1 in. o to 0.5 ft. , U.6 to 1.0 ft. 1.1 to 2.0 ft. 2.1 to 3.0 ft. 3.1 to 4.0 ft. diameter atclass class class class class breast height
Age ofeut· 
ting~) 

PuJp- Pulp- Pulp- PuJp- Pulp-Others Others Others Others PuJp- Others Otherswood wood wood wood wood wood 

5___________ 
4!J9 IH 1,150 136 744 92 672 378 393 517 187 24810__________ 

37 0 681 111 528 86 732 J51 68S 210 G68 27915 .. ________ 452 21 900 104 614 92 414 100 271 81 400 28
20 __________ 121 0 205 40 228 24 359 15 236 21 393 3025__________ 

{IliD 0 493 303 6 331 6 232 3 270 12 
35__________ 
30__________ 

75 0 347 28 152 6 337 20 146 19 247 0 
2'29 U 490 100 166 0 433 100 90 0 90 040__________ 
120 0 430 50 150 20 160 10 00 0 80 0 

SPRUCE-HARDWOODS TYPE 2 

5___________ 
10__________ 41i 11 1,640 1,256 850 532 424 315 458 526 192 000 
15__________ 77 208 344 1,172 390 605 442 525 205 4GO 477 853 
20__________ 65 10 521i 815 305 635 170 915 145 i25 lIb 1,170 
25__________ BO 50 210 1,120 lW 5iD DO 300 80 200 20 1,020 
30__________ 0 91 1>10 1 031 2'JI 90 223 32 182 124 257 156 
35__________ 67 0 229 '963 117 250 133 205 50 87 33 132 
40__________ 16 0 149 298 166 531 100 204 140 330 98 0 

30 20! 300 ~J02{J 100 180 70 liO 60 10 40 0 
j 

SPRUCE-SLOPE TYPE' 

3___________12' 050 
0 
I 

362750 I7, 000 12' 600424 I 650 1 
1
'1001199 I2,250 1200'11'~ I 68~ I 300 

10__________ 212 49 112 6ir. 349 3,226
15__________ 0 800 125 475 175 300; 50 225 200 100 2,SW~I 

I Basis, 182 plot.>. ' Basis, l52 plots. a Basis, l6 plots. 
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TABLE 7.-ReZation of composiUon alld quanUty .of reproduction to age of cut
oVer area for vari{)us forest tllPCS, inclu.ding only trees 'II/hich have "cached 
1 inch diameter at breast height or larger since Cltttillg 

SPRUCE·FLAT TYPE 

Proportion ofA vernge stems of reproduction pcr Bcre spruce Bnd fir 
Total Basis,Age (years) 

Spruce Bnd fir I ~~d.rtg~~; I WC2d species Spruce Fir plots

-.----I---.--'! -
Nltmbtr1per centlNumber'Per cent Number Per celli Nltmber Per cent Per cent Number 
5______•____•______ •• 5 s.31 32 53.3 23 38.·' flO 0.0 100.0 16 
10.___ •_____________• 234 65.0 61 16.9 65 18.1 360 13. f>. 86.5 46 
15___________•____ ._. 377 88.7 26 6.1 22 5.2 425 IO.U 90.0 14 
20_____ •__.__________ 646 79.8 122 15. I 41 5.1 809 13.6 86.4 32 
25••____________ .____ 
30•• _•• ______._______ 

620 
506 

82. 21 
73.5 

III 
187 

14.7 
24.3 

23 
17 

3. I 
2. 2 

7,'>1 
no 

38.9 
34.5 

61.1 
65.5 

31 
29 

35.____ •__________ ••• 688 73.3 235 25.0 16 1.7 930 28.4 71.6 3 
40._...••_._._._____•. 1,314 SO.5 147 9.7 58 3.8 1,519 6.6 93.4 11 

SPRUCE·IIARDWOODS TYPE 

5. __ •_.••••••____ •••• 
10.__••• __ ••_.___••.• 
15••_____ ._._._,.__._ 
20_._.___.••_._._ •••• 
25. ___•______ ••• _•.•• 
30._._•• _._._._•••••• 
35••• __ ._•••__ • __ ._ •• 
40••_•• __ ._._ •___ ._•• 

11 
121 
lOS 
itA 
277 

69 
367 
376 

6.6 
46.7 
21.7 
16.0 
49. I 
18.3 
63.6 
53.8 

421 25.3 
36 13.0 

3~ I 17.2 
49.8 

15Ct 26.6 
202 53.6 
190 34.5 
310 45.2 

113 I OS. 1 
102 30.4 

~! 61.1 
34.2 

137 . 24.31061 28.1 

1~ I 1.9 
1.0 

166 
259 
499 
649 
504 
377 

1 
577 
699 

6. a 
38.7 
25.7 
48.5 
41.5 
52.2 
:12.4 
34.6 

100.0 I01.3 
74.3 
51.5 
58•. 5 I 
47.8 : 
07.61 
65.4, 

I 

i 

7 
53 
20 
o 

I 
2 
2 
-1 
6 

I o 

SPRGCE·SLOPE TYPE 

3_ .. _._ •••••••_•••__ • 
10•••••. _........... . 
15•••••.••_•• , ... __ .• : 

0, 
Tin I 
138 : 

0.0' 
20. 9 'i 
6.. 7 f 

0 ; 
852 " 

1,220 
64.70.0 I 
59.5 

14.40.0 I 
33.8 

1,31~ I 
2,050 ; 

0.0 'I'34.6 
00.7 

0.0 Iilii.4 
33.3 

4 
8 
4 

'I'.\Dr.E 8.-Re/(I.tioll o{ eollt]J08i.tion (lnil qU(Jntity of (til tree.~ 1 inch diameter at 
breast heir/ht ([nd (lbot'e (residual. (/nrl new grolcth) to ayc of cut·o·ver arca 
for Val'iOU8 {OI'C8t types 

SPRt:CE·F.LA'l' 'l'YPE 

I A "erage (rces nbove I iD~h diameter at breast Proportion of 
height per acre Sprul'C and fir Basis 

Age (yenrs) -------------:-------1 Total 
1, Spruce and fir ,ITardwoodsnnd Weed species Spruce I Fir plots 
i \ others 

-------[ "VU1/I' Per I-"-\-r,,-,,-r'--}-',-r-'·-N,-ur-,,-.'--p-e-r- '-"\-rr-t7-II' ~I--P;-! Num· 

It:::::::::::::::j bT~ c~~~~ IbT~ /1 Cif~ b<r~~ CH;~ 
I

b'ibg c~r~ C~g;~ ber!g 
/5..............___ ••1 65-1 77.-1 lU9 20.0 22 2.0 815 :1l.5 OS. 5 l-I 


it:::::::::::::::::1 ~~ ~gj I n~ i~:~ ~~ ~:Y ~:g ~gJ ~~1,012 

3t::::::-::::::::::! ~,lg ~U m ~~:ij l~ U ::m ~>880:.851 ~1.J51''j' 2'lgl
40••_................ ' 1,'114 84.8, lOS II.S 58 3.4 1,680 " 

SPIlGCE·llARDWOODS TYPE 

5....... .. 112 JOS 32.4 113 I 34.0 57.1 42.01 1
, "~ - ... + 33. (J I 3331 7 
10•••.. 270 bl.4 136 25.9 119i 22.7 57.6 ' 53 
15.__ ... : :::::: :::::: 30.9 16.1 :WO I 53.0 iii I 

42. -I 
00.4178 03 39.0 20 

20. __ ...... ,._ ........ 175- 22.3 . 386 40.3 222 28.4 783 53.9 ·16.1 1o 

25......... , ....... _. ,(81 53.0 243 2/).8 183 20.2 907 40.9 50.1 12
130...... _........... 15.i 28.1 , 281 50.0 116 21.0 552 73.1 26.9 2·'

35_.... ~ .. ~ _........ ~,,~ .. ~ _~ ~ 422 3[,6 44. -I 24 3.n 802 39.8 flO. 2 6
52.61
40.........__ ......_. 467 5b.7 347 41.3 2.1 1 3.0 839 1, 37.7 62,'3 I o 


SPRCCE·SLOPE 'l'YPE 

10....... __ •••_•••••• 

15................._. 106 10.7 

3--"=~'~=~~~=f" 4~511~:g I 

20701°-31--3 
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TABLE 9.-Relation of OOlnlJosition and qllamtity of an steins (-reproduction be
low l-illcl~ dianwter at brea,~t heiyltt pIlls (ll/. trees l-inch diametel' a-t breast 
height and above) to ayc of out-orcn' area fOl' 'L"arious forest types 

SPRCOE-FLAT 'rYPE 

! l Proportion or 
A.ernge stems per acre I: spruce and fir 

II i stems 
Age (ye&rs) .~______-:--_____I T I Basis 

,---- I Iota I plots'
I Spruce and fir ~ Hardw?ods andl Weed species ' Spruce Fir 
, ,otLers I I I I------1--'----1 --1--'--1--I I i 

Numberlper cedNu7lIber Prr cent NumberllPfr cent'NILmbcr Pcr cent Per cent Number 
2 1___________ ._. _____ ' 4,440 00.9 4, 2'~1 48.71 36 0.4 S,72O j 40.0 '! 60.0 fJ3 
5._. ___ •_____________ 3,519, M.I 1,26.11 23.0 oil 10.7 5,35.1' 17.6 82.4 16 
l~-----------------.- 3, ~17 75.4 l 93!; i W.9, 222 4_ 7 4,690' 31.3 f OS. 7 46 
l~________ ... _________ 3,. / 16 80.8 , 86.· 18.71 22 _5 4.600 i a9.4 i 60.6 14 
20 ______ ••__________ 2,5016 80. i 52.1: 10.6 86 2. i 3,155, 24_ 2; i.5. S 32 
2iL _________ .. _. ____ .!2,808 91.1, :<50' 8.1 23 .8 3.0SI; 38_2 i 61.8 31 
ao____ ._ ... _._._ ..__ • 1.994 85.1 i 300 12.8 48 2.11 2,342' 3i.5: 62.8 29 
35•.• _. __._...___ .__ 2,173 76.5 I' 650 22.9 16 _6 2,839 1 59.2 i 40.51 3 

~=~~-.==-_------ __ ~ ~~~ _8~~.1 _ 286 I~. 4_1 58 2.1 I 2,~45 i _1~~: 83'0~ ~ 
SPRc,CE-iiARDWOODS TYPE 

;'~_=-=_~=1-:'~;1';~~-2~580---!-~~.; -~~ I 15.3 7,ss91 64.sl 35.2 17
10________ ••• ____ • ___ , 2.100: 34.1 3.3.10 52.1 890 13.8 6.436 I 70.0 30.0 53 

22.6 6,172 36.6 6.1.4 20~=:=::::::::::::::::i I.~:~: iU ~:m: ~:~; i:~~ 35.8 4,7&1.1 61.3 38.7 10
25_____ .... ____ .... __1 1,809 45.7 I,Of,,; 40.i I 183 4.6 3.957 I 6.~. 3 31.7 12
30_____ ._. ________ .. _! 793, 27.8\ 1,638 57.5 ! 418 14.7 2,849 ; S5.7 44.3 24 
35___________________ 1.133 3S,2 1.414, 46~.. 861' 422 14.2 909 no. 3 I 39.7 6

2, 12.7 3,869 53.9· 46_1 10,4_0-__-_--~_--_--_---_~~=:_'_1_,2_1-_'_ ~~~.51 2, M~:"_-"-_I____1_05-,1,--_..:.-_ ! 
.---~-.------. 

SPReCE-SJ.()PE TYPE 

3____________________/13.462· 71. 2 ~ .4. ~r 21. 1\1,.I;I---;:;! 18, 912 -I 12 0 4
10_____________..____ 3,197, 38.9 4.nQ2; 57.0 338 4,1 R.217 61. 7 38.3SS.O 1 • 1 8
15_________ •__ .______ 2,096 I 32.4, 3, ·tii: 53. i Rog 13.9 I fl,472 91,2 5.8 4 

• I I 

1 Includes only reprodurtion hrlo,," 1 inch diameter at breast beight. 

That excess of conifers in the spruce-flat over those in the spruce
hardwoods type is not restricted to small reproduction is indicated in 
Tabl'e'7 showing reproduction which has reached sapling size (1 inch 
and more diameter at breast height). since cutting, and again in 
Table 8 showing all stems, residual, and new growth above 1 inch 
diameter at breast height. 

STAND COMPOSITION 

In attempting to determine which sites are especially adapted to the 
production of spruce and fir, it wns observ;ed that on areas where a 
large volume of these species had been pl'esent before cutting, spruce 
and fir reproduction was usually abundant. Table 10 shows the rela
tion between the basal area of spruce and fir in the orig-inal stand and 
the present number of spruce and fir seedlings; Figure 5 graphically 
illustrates the same thing. For exnmple, on pl'ots containing only 20 
square feet basal area of spruce and fir per acre, the curve shows an 
average of about 1,500 spruce and fir seedlings to the acre, whereas 
plots containing 140 square feet show all average of about 4,600 
seedlings. Large numbers of hardwoods Ilnd weed species were us
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ually found growing on the areas which had originally supported 
small volumes of spruce. 

TABI.E lO.-RelaNoll of composition and quantity ot new a.nd adva·nce 'relJI'O' 
duction to tTle tota1 ba.sal. a,rca. ot spruce and fir ·in the originaL sta.nd, 10·year. 
ol.'l outtings 'in the sPI·ucc·lwrdll"oods type 

. 

I Proportion or A "crago stems per acre or reproduction sJlmcc nnd tlr 
Basal area or spmce 	 Basis,Totaland fir (sq. rt.) 	 plotsI Hardwoods ISpruce and tlr i Wecds~cies Spruce Firnnd others I 

..y,tm· 
ber 

--. 
Per ll{um- i 

ber Icent 
Per 
cellt 

I

INum. l 
. ber 

Per 
cent 

iVllm· 
ber 

-  -  ---
Per Per Num· 
cent cent ber 

11 ro 20......__ .•••. 
21 to 30............ __ 
31 to 40.............. 
41 ro 50.............. 
51 ro 00......____••. 
61 to 70........... __ 
71 to 80............. 
81 ro 00.• __ .......... 
91 to 100..... """ 
101 to 110•• ___••••••• 
111 to 120.•____ • __ ... 
141 to 150•••. __ •• ,•.. 

1,510 
1,975 
1,660 
1,990 
3,150 
2,710 
I, O~O 
2,320 
4,700 
I, if.0 
6,410 
4,lIiO 

22.4 
a·1.3 
:1I.0 
39.2 
48.2 
43.0 
30.5 
26.3 
53.S 
35.2 
l'-l.l 
52.6 

j 

'i,786 
3,336 
3,OS6 
2,636 
~ 830 
:;;436 
2,936 
4,330 
3,386 
2, J8fi 
·1,5811 
2,880 

70.0 452 
57.0 452 
59.4 452 
51. U 452 
43.4 552 
38.7 1,152 
55.3 752 
40.2 2, ]52 
:lS.7 652 
43,7 1,0.=)2 
38. i 81;2 
36.0 

1 
852 

I 

0.7 
7.8 
8.7 
S.O 
8.4 

18.3 
B.2 
24.ii 
7.5 

21.1 
'i. 2 

10.8 

0,748 
5,7(;3 
1i,198 
5,078 
0,&'18 
0,298 
5,308 
8,808 
8,738 
4, nns 

IJ,84S 
7,888 

52.0 
50.4 
41.0 
40.5 
38.2 
55.2 
&1.4 
70.0 
88.3 
28.7 
74.2 
35.1 

47.4 
49.0 
58.1 
53.5 
61.8 
44.8 
40.0 
30.0 
11.7 
71.3 
25.8 
64.9 

4 
8 
8 

10 
0 
8 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 

The effect of the presence of hardwoods is illustrated in Tables 11 
and 12 and Figures 6 and 7. Figure (i shows that, where 70 per cent 
of the total basal area of the stand consists of hardwoods, approx

7.---~-----'----------'----'-----'---~~---' 

I j I ~,I
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FIGURIl 5.-Relntlonshlp of quantity of spruce nnd fir reproduction to quantity of 
spruce lind /lr in uriglnnl atnnd 
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FIGURE 6.-Relatlonship of qunntity of sprure and fir reproduction to hnrdwoods In 
Qriginal stand 

.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 z" 
CROWN AREA PER ACRE Of HARDWOODS (ACRES) 

FlOunE 7.-Relatlonship of qUllntity of sprnce nnd fir reprodnctlon to crown area 
of hurdwoods III origillui stand 
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imately 1,500 seedllngs to the acre were tallied. On the other hand, 
where the hardwood representation was only 5 per cent, 4,200 were 
found. The tables show, too, that small volumes of spruce and fir 
usually indicate correspondingly large numbers of hardwoods. 

TABLE ll.-Rela,uon Of quantUy of spruce a,nd. fir 1"eprOiduction per aoro to 
proportfm~ of hm·d.1Vooas in the origi1laZ stand:, u.s fnd.icated. 1;y the percenta·ge 
of total- ba·sal area of stand ·in hard.u;ooils, 10-year-olil cuttings i.)I. spruce
liaralcood.s type 

. \1 I Basis 'I i Busls 
Proport.t0n of basal Spruce. ! Proportion of basal 

area In hardwoods I aDd fir . i area in hardwoods 

(per cent) repro I Hard- " (/ler cent) 


(acres) ducti<fn \ Plots wood (ncres)I 
t trees , 

j Number-INUmber ;':~I;~I·--------I-~1Number Number 
5.---------_____________ 4,7\5, 1 2.1 )4.1------------.-.-- •••• - 1.560 5 125 

~:::::====:=::::::::=::; 
1 

!;~ . J 1~ ~t::::=::::::::::::::: ~:! ~ i~~ 
_______..:..,__--'__-'-_._-".1~ _. __ .. __..... __•___...!-__~__!...__ 

TABLE 12.-Rela.ti01~ of qu.antity of spruce and. fir l·Clwod.IlCtioll. per am'e to 
proportion of hard.woocls i'n, original stand. as incli{'(lteil 1;11 OrO'101l, a·rea pel' 
aore Of 7tm·d.II;ood.~, 10·year-olcl clttiingsin SlJl'lIcc-7!arrLwOoM type 

--------- .,'- ~- .. --- -----;;-----------,-----;------
Bnsis It Sprurc I___ll,ns_fs__8pmrc

Crown area of hurd ontl fir , ('rown area of hurd· and flr I 
woods /ler ncrc re[lro I Hard- 11 woods ]ler acre repro- I Hurd

(acres) duction 1'1ols 'I wood a (ncres) duction Plots wood 
. trees i trees 

------~-- ---r--:----ll--------t~-- ------
Number ;NumberNumbcr Number Number Number 

O'L_________ ~ __ ._ •• ,... 4.610' I I 35 J.O.___ ..._____ ... _._ .. ~_ 1,(}JO 4 fl5 
0.2________________ •• _., 3,5;0! 1 I 85 1.1 __________ ., •. _____ • 1,160 4 85 
v.3...._.......... __ ._., 8,315 1 l 105 1.2. ___ • ___ ••. _•• _... __ • 1,930 2 145 
0.40_•• ____________ .. _.. 020; 3, 135 1.3__,.___•••_.. ___ ._. 3.010 5 125 
0.5._... __ • ___ ._._. ___ . 3,220 t i S5 1.4_. __• ________ ..______ 5!IO 2 165 
0.6__. _____________ " ••. , 3,180 I 3. Ii.i 1.5_._. __ ••• ____________ 2.2110 I 115 
0.7._____ • ______ • ___ ._ .. 1 1.920; 5' 85 1.6 .•_._ ••. __ .. _______ _ 2,3;0 4 155 
0.8_.______ •••• _. ____ .·.1 1,1110 ; 105 1.0 ... , ........... _.___ 220 1 175 
0.9_._._ .... ____ ._.. __ .. , 3,000, :I. 85 2,5, ____ ................ : 2,400 11 205 

.Another expression of the extent to which hardwoods arc present 
in the stand is the total crown area of hardwoods. According to 
Table 12 and Figure '(, an increase in the crown area per acre of 
hardwoods to as high as 2.5 acres invohres a modemtc decrease in 
the number of spruce and fir seedlings, even though comparatively 
Jarge numbers of spruce and fir seedlings may be produced under a 
dense crown canopy. Under the densest crown area, indicated in 
Table 12 were fouIld 2,400 seedlings to the acre-an ample quantity 
to form a fully stocked stand of pulpwood if only no hardwoods 
were present to interfere with their development. 

LOGGING DAMAGE 

The young growing stock destroyed in the process of logging WIU; 

carefully recorded on 3. serjes of sample plots. The results are SUlll 

marized in Table 13, and show that the average loss of seedling, coni
fers through logging amounts to 18 per cent, or more than 800 per 
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acre, and that of hardwoods 22 per cent. Severe damage to spruce 
and fir occurs in the 2 to 5 foot height classes where 23 per cent of 
the young trees comprising these classes were destroyed, reducing 
the thrifty, fast-growing trees from 700 to 539 to the acre. Al
th.ough abundant conifers were present in the residual stand, 86 per 
cent were in the 0.5 and 1 foot height cl.asses. 

TABLE 13.-Perce'ntage losses from ,1000',;no in variolls size Clas8C8 ana, stand 
left PCI' aCl'e 

Loss1throngh I Trc-es per acre I Loss through 'l'rees per acre 
left a!ter log- left after loglogging logginggmg ging

Height class Height class 
(feet) - (feet) 

Spruce Hare/- Spruce Hard- Spruce Hard- Spruce Hard
and fir woods and fir woods and fir woods and fir woods 

--~~ 

Per ccnt Per CCll1 N!lmber Number0.0_______________ Pcr centrer cent Number Number L ________________15 Zl 2,318 4,912 20 28 94 20L ________________ 5_________________24 16 866 755 27 0 60 21 
3_________________ 21 38 25i llO -------2_________________ 

TotnL ____33 128 fin 18 22 3,723 5,886 
J 

21 1 

The destruction of this young growing stock has one important 
result, that of increasing the length of the rotation, since a 5-foot. 
spruce represents from 15 to 20 years of growth already contributed 
to the new stand. However, if one were assured of a fair percentage 
of ultimate survival in the 0.5 and 1 foot classes, the logging dam
age sustained by the larger size classes would not be such a serious 
matter. As it is, dense masses of underbrush a:nd rapid-growing 
weed trees and other hardwoods frequently take possession of cut
over areas and only too often succeed in submerging vast quantities 
of spruce and fir seedlings. The destruction of the larger size classes 
is, therefore, equivalent to the destruction of the best prospects for 
attaining a predominance of spruce and fir in the stand. Thus, the 
presence or absence of advance reproduction in the larger height 
classes determines in many instances the success or failure of pulp
wood species to form an integral part of the succeeding stand of 
timber. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE COMPOSITION OF ADVANCE 
REPRODUCTION 

CUTTING IN THE VARIOUS SPRUCE TYPES 

A study of the composition of spruce stands before and after cut
ting, of the representation of the various species comprising the 
reproduction, and partiCUlarly of the composition of the young 
growth and the procyressive changes occurring on areas which have 
been cut over in different periods in the past, assists in predicting 
the character of the future stand, and also suggests the cultural 
treatment to be followed in producing stands of the desired species 
and stocking. The significance of these data will be discussed in 
detail for each type. 
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SPRUCE-FLAT TYPE 

Figure 8 indicates that logging operations make but little differ
ence in the composition of the spruce-flat type, the residual stand 
of spruce and fir being reduced but 3.7 per cent, whereas hardwoods 

SPRUCE- FLAT SPRUCE-HARDWOODS SPRUCE-SLOPE 
TYPE TYPE TYPE 

UNCUT ORIGINAL STAND 1 INCH D.S.H. AND ABOVE 

CUT-OVER STANDS 
RESIDUAL STAND 1 INCH D.B.H. AND ABOVE. 

REPRODUCTION BELOW 1 INCH D.S.H. 

REPRODUCTION 1 INCH D.S.H. AND ABOVE 

ALL TREES 1 INCH D.B.H. AND ABOVt;: 

• 
40 YEARS AFTER CUTTING 

=;~liJ)444J =I ;$444J 
o 	 25 50 75 100 a 25 50 75 100 0 25 50 75 100 

PER CENT PER CENT PER CENT 

_ CONIFERS IE HARDWOODS AND OTHERs 0 WEED SPECIES 

Iililmil SPRUCE ~ FiR 

)flQURE S.-ComposItlon of n1l th(' cotn IJ 011 ('11 ,- parts of stands fol' the s\ll'llcp·flnt:, 
sPI·uCI'·hlll'{lwoous, nlll tipper H\ll'tlce·slO[Je tYPl' 

and others were increased 3.3 per cent. Considering tCh\ general 
poiicy of removing only pulpwood species, the slight decrease in the 
representation of spruce and fir is surprising. It is perhaps ex
plained by the fact that pine and hemlock, which occur commonly 
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in the spruce-flat type, are removed along with the spruce and fir. 
As these species are intentionally included in this study under the 
classification of hardwoods and others, they tend to offset the de
creased representation of spruce and fir. The relation between'spruce 
and fir was more significantly chanO'ed, the predominance of spruce 
being reduced and fir increased so that the two approached close to 
parity, with fir 2 per cent in the lead. 

It is encouraging to note the predominance of spruce and fir repro
duction below 1-inch diameter at breast height over hardwoods in 
10-year-old cut-over areas, and still more so in 40-year-old cut-over 
areas, outdistancing the larger diameters both in the residual and 
in the original stand. This tendency toward an increased represen
tation of pulpwood species is maintained as the stand grows older; 
in the class of reproduction which has reached the sapling and pole 
stage since cutting, a lead in lO-year-old cut-over areas of 65 per cent 
and in 40-year-old cut-over areas of 86.5 per cent of all species is 
attained. The figures indicate that spruce and fir can successfully 
hold their position with the contemporary hardwood ·growth. In 
fact, the reduction in the representation of hardwoods from the 
relatively high percentage in lO-year-old cut-over areas to a com
paratively low percentage in 40-year-old cut-over areas in aU the 
component parts of the stand indicates that new hardwood growth 
experiences serious difficulty in competing with the pUlpwood species 
in the spruce-flat type. 

However, a decided change is noted in the relatiye proportion of 
spruce to fir. 'Whereas in the original stand spruce predominated 
over fir, in the young growth the situation is reyersed. (Fig. 8.) 
Fir reproduction below 1 inch in the spruce-flat type has a distinct 
lead over spruce, its representation being well oyer 65 per cent. In 
the sapling and pole stands fir representation is eyen further 
increased, attaining a representation of over 80 per cent. This 
marked increase of fir in the sapling and pole stage is apparently due 
to the more rapid growth of fir in its early youth. 

In the stand 1-inch diameter at breast height and above, in which 
the residual and advance growth are combined (fig. 8) spruce and fir 
attain 84.8 per cent in the 40-year-old cut-oyer areas, or a greater 
predominance by 20.2 per cent than in the original stand. The most 
radical change, howeyer, is the great increase in the proportion of 
fir-largely at the expense of spruce and hardwoods-from 44.4 per 
cent in the original stand to 82.3 per cent in the lO-year-old cut-oyer 
areas and 91.5 per cent in the 40-year-old cut-over areas. It is 
inevitable that the next crop of timber will contain a greater propor
tion of fir than the original stand. 

The conclusion is clear that the spruce-flat type is in a fair way to 
retain its original representation of spruce and fIr, but that fir greatly 
increases at the expense of the more yaluable spruce. The effect of 
the large residual hardwoods on the ultimate success of the young 
spruce and fir stand will be discus.';;ed later. 

SPRUCE-HARDWOODS TYPE 

The small.er proportion of spruce and fir in the spruce-hardwoods 
type than in the spruce flat is well illustrated in Figure 8. This 
prop9rtion varied widely on the areas studied, but the average repre

:t.. 
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'5entation of spruce alid fir in the original stand was 54.8 per cent. 
In this representation the lead of spruce over fir was identIcal with 
that in the spruce-flat type, or 16.6 per cent. Cutting changed these 
proportions considerably, reducing spruce and fir to 36:7 per cent but 
.at the same time giving spruce a still greater lead over fir, or 28.4 
per cent. The susceptibility of fir. to wind-throw and breakage in 
the spruce-hardwoods type is partly responsible for the relatively 
small representation of this species. 

Tables 5,7, and 8 make it cIen,r that the future stand in the spruce
hardwood type will contaiu less spruce and fir than the original 
stand, the percentage of the pulpwood species being lower at each 
period after cutting with only two exceptions. Although spruce 
reproduction below 1 inch has a representation of 74.1 per cent 
and 64 per cent on 10 and 40 year old cut-over areas, respectively, 
(fig. 8), this representation is diminished iu the sapling and pole 
stages to a point considerably below that in the original stand. 

This usur.ping by fir of the dominant position previously held 
by the spruee is due probably not only to the slower growth of 
spruce, but also to the fact that as a result of its slower growth 
spruce is less able to compete with invading hardwoods and weed 
species, and is more likely to become submerged and to have. its 
growth checked. The large representation of spruce, however, in 
voung reproduction, coupled with the extreme tolerance of this 
species, holds promise of an ultimate increase in the new stand. 
Another factor tending to increase the proportion of spruce in the 
next crop is the relatively high representation of this species in the 
residual stand, where it has increased to 64.2 per cent of the pulp
wood species, from 58.3 in the original stand. This increase is, of 
('ourse, reflected in a higher percentage in the residual plus sapling 
and pole classes. Table 9 shows the effect of taking mto account 
also reproduction below 1 inch diameter at breast height, where the 
representation of spruce, with the exception of the 15-year-old cut
over area, is well in the lead of fir. In view of the longevity and 
per:;istence of spruce, the prospects are favorable for maintaining 
its preponderance. 

Reduction in the representation of conifers and to some extent 
of hardwoods is largely due to the heavy invasion of weed species, 
which constitute a more important factor h. the spruce-hardwoods 
type than in the spruce flat~ Figure 8 shows a remarkable increase 
from 3.1 per cent weed species in uncut spruce-hardwood stands to 
39.4 per cent in sapling and pole stands in lO-year-old cut-over 
areas. The important part weed species play in the development 
of the new stand ('rable 7) is illustrated even better on other re
cent cuttings. Cut-over areas average f()r the first three 5-year 
periods after cutting 56.3 per cent" weeds." The gradual decrease 
on the older cut-over areas indicates that" weeds)) in time become 
Jess of a factor and with the closing in of il-:e stand are gradually 
crowded out. 

Owing to their undoubted prevalence ill the spruce-hardwoods 
type, hardwoods here influence the young conifer stand much more 
strongly than they do ill the spruce-flat type, and their presence 
constitutes an extremely disturbing element in the successful de.

20j01°-31---4 
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velopment of the advance reproduction. On areas formerly oc
cupied by the conifers, spruce and fir are decreased in numbers 
.solely through the encroachment or aggressive hardwoods. 

As in the spruce-flat tvpe, but to a somewhat less degree, the 
number of fir trees in the new stand increases at the expense of 
spruce. 

SPRUCE-SLOPE TYPE 

Uncut stands in the spruce-slope type are almost entirely composed 
of spruce and fir. According to Figure 8 hardwoods are represented 
only to the extent of 7.8 per cent. Of the conifers present, 81.1 per 
cent consist of spruce. The method of logging practiced in this type: 
leaves the ground bare of all trees except SpI'Ilce :md fir of very small 
size and an occasional hardwood. Removal of the larger trees does 
not materially change the stand's composition, although it does give 
an advantage to fir o\'er spruce. The reproductiOll coming in dtet> 
cutting, however, differs considerably, especially with respect to the 
proportion of hardwoods. Cutting in this type is usually followed 
by an abundant reproduction of hardwoods consisting largely of 
paper birch with yellow birch, pin (fire) cherry, und mOllntain maple. 
It is to be expected, therefore, that the representation of spruce and 
fir in the reproduction class, und especiaUy latel' in the sapling and 
pole stage, should be considerably lower than that in the original 
stand. In young reproduction the representation is 41 per cent, but 
in the sapling and pol& sizes it is only 21 per cent. Spruce and fir 
seedlings are suppressed by the density and rapid growth of the 
young hardwoods, and thus prevented "from reaching !'mpling and 
pole size for a long period. 

Since the maximum age represented in the data for this type is 
15 years, it is not surprising that only a small number of spruce and 
fir appear in the sapling class. On the other hand, hardwoods and 
weed species, owing to their rapid growth, would nearly all have 
reached sapling and pole size within the 15-year pet·iocl. 

A.n average for conifers in the residual plus adnlJlce growth class 
of only 29.8 per cent on the surface appears alarming". But further 
study of 30 and 40 year old cut-over areas would undoubtedly reveal 
a much higher representation of spruce and fir. In the recent cut
tings spruce and fir are still in the form of reproduction below 1 inC'h 
diameter at breast height. 

In the reproduction c1ass(l!:i of the pulpwood species u]one, spruce 
comprises 65.5 per cent of the trees below 1 inch din meter at breast 
height, but only 34.6 per cent in the saplinO' and pole sizes, an{l 39 
per cent in the residual plus advance growth. Slower dt>ve]opment 
of the spruce again accounts for its low representation. 

Although the relationships shown in Figure 8 do not present n 
very promising outlook for the future crop of spruce and fir. they 
do at least, when considered in the light of conditions on the ground, 
warrant some optimism with regard to the spruce-slope type in 
general. The supprcssea RpruCe and fir, after a severe struggle, ",jJJ 
push their way through the canopy of the contemporary stall(l of 
young hardwoods, and with competition fl'Om but few of the ola 
residual hardwoods, will eventually assume control of the stand. 
However, here again, as in the other types, fir will have increased at 
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the expense of spruce. Where clear cutting is employed on short 
rotation, as is usual in this type, the advantage is definitely in favor 
of the fir, and without question it will show a considerable increase in 
the next cut of pulpwood. 
, SOILS 

Throughout the spruce region the underlying structure consist:; 
of metamorphic and Igneous rock of many varieties, chiefly of schists, 
gneisses, and granites. The soil is of glacial origin. The surface 
layers consist of glacial material of complex composition brought 
down in part as subglacial drift, but largely as englaciate<l material 
deposited in an irregular manner in layers of varying depths and 
in the form of moraines, eskers, and kames as the lee sheet gradually 
melted away. Each formation crentes its own characteristlc topog
raphy and distinctive soils, Soil type, therefore, is determined 
largely by the type of glacial formation. 

That the character of the soil plnys an important part in repro
duction and stand composition is indicated by reproduction counts 
made in various spruce types exhibiting considerable difference in 
certain soil characteristics. By far the greatest number and pro
portion of conifers are ordinarily found on the shallow or poorly 
drained soils. Good drainage combined with soils of depth and 
fertility results in an increased proportion of hardwoods. 

THE SOIL PROFILE' 

Soils of the spruce region have a distinctive profile in which the 
:::everal layers, or horizons, are more or less welt defined. This soil 
is known as the podsol. The podsol profile normally is divided into 
three main horizons. The upper or A horizon consists of a surface 
layer of partially decomposed forest litter ovedying a black layer 
of thoroughly decomposed organic matter, under which occurs a, 
layer of ashy gray mineral soillcachecl of practically all its organie 
mutter and colloids. The second or B hOl'izol1 consists of a dark 
coffee-brown soil grading from a vel'y dark brown (nearly black) 
in the upper section to n, reddish-yellow bl'own at the lower depth>; 
and having a relatively high content of Ol'~anic matter and colloids. 
The third or C horizon consists of purtially weathered parent ma
terial whose texture and mineral character depend on the parent 
rock muterial und the soil-forming process('s which 11a\'e acted 
upon it.G 

Tlus podsol profile is characteristic of a considemble pol'tion of 
the spl'uce region. Gmd.atiol1s ill this typical !ioil profile depend 
on the factors which control soil type. A significant :fact brought 
ont by the study is the rnpidity with which soLl types change withill 
Io-hort distllnces as It re!illit of slight changes in relief and drainage. 

On the series of permnnent snmple plots previously mentioned, 
Morgan and Conrey recognized five distinct soil types. Dl'llinagt', 
us affected by glacial formation, played. an important part ill detel'

• Such pr~lIl11tnnry a(llclh'H of the ~on prolllp liS 1l:L\'P 1"'011 mnd .. weI'" hlrg"ry confined to 
solis 011 permanent a..mph· pIc)!H cglllblh<llecl in till' Whltl' ~rOIlJJtIlIJlH. Annl,\'''ls nml 
description of these solis were flrHt mude In 11)20 hy 0, Edgington nnd ,J. H. Allums. of 
the llllr'~l\u. of Chl'mlstry nnd Solis. In 1026 lIf. F. lIlorgnn, DC thl' Connecticut Agricul
tural Experiment StlltlOIl, !lnd O. W, COlln'y, Ilf thl' Ohio Agl'lcllltul"Ill Exp~rlml'nt Slutlon, 
mnde Il fleW eXllmlllllt!oD of the dlfYcl'('nt dllsl!cs or sulls (·ucotmtl'\'c!l. 

~ I?ol' II 11101',· 'If~tlllll'li th'gcl'lptlon of till' soli protllp or till' sprllel' I'I'gi<)1\ SI',' Stkkl.'l [21) 
in B'lbllo!;l'Uphy, p. i>2. 
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mining the classification of these soils. In four of them all horizons 
are represented, the most highly developed ones occurring in well
drained soils. In the poorest-drained soil, the gray podsol layer is 
entirely lacking and the remaining horizons are much less pro
nounced in character. 

SOIL TYPES 

Soil type No.1 consists of a deep, well-drained fine sandy loam 
soil of a type which should be expected over a. good portion of the 
White Mountain region. Granite bo~lders occur throughout the 
profile. 

Soil type No.2 differs from type 1 probably in that the soil is 
derived from a schist rock where pyroxene minerals predominate. 
This soil is somewhat modified by seepage, and a higher development 
of this type occurs where better drainage conditions exist. Bowl
ders, chiefly of schist rock, occur throughout the profile. 

Soil type No.3 is typical in kame formations which are of common 
occurrence in the region. These formations are distinguished as 
small knolls composed chiefly of sand and gravel. Because of the 
loose gravelly character of the substratum, this soil type is subject 
to excessive drainage. No bowlders occur anywhere in the profile. 

Soil type No.4 IS characteristic of benchlike formations such as 
occur aboye streams and lakes throughout Maine, northern New 
Hampshire and Vermont, and portions of the Adirondacks. This soil 
usually enjoys fairly good surface drainage, but underdrainage is slow. 
:Many granitic bowlders Occur throughout the profile, some of them 
protruding through the surface soil. Stands growing on such soils 
develop shallow root systems and are subject to wind-throw. 
(PI. 4, B.) 

Soil type No.5 differs markedly in failing to show the pronounced 
profile which characterizes the others. It is poorly drained and is 
usually water-logged to within a foot or two of the surface. The 
surface soil is gray to black and somewhat mucky. No gray pod sol 
layer is developed. Organic matter disappears at a depth of 10 to 
14 inches; below this the soil is highly mottled gray and yellow, the 
grayish color predominating. The texture is a stony loam. 

Soil types 1 and 3 arc similar, the chief differences occurring in the 
lower horizons where the greater depth and looseness in type 3 per
mit freer and more rapid drainage. Type 2, though similar in many 
respects to types 1 and 3, is interme(Iiate between them and type 4, 
having It fairly firm B horizon in contrast to the looseness and open
ness which characterize this horizon in soil types 1 and 3. In this 
r~spect it partakes somewhat of the features of type 4 where free 
underdrainage is less evid.ent. .Type 4 is Il!arkedly different from 
the first three types, espeCIally III the C horizon, where the mottled 
compact llature of the soil is indicative of poor drainage. Soil type 
!) differs from the other types principally in drainage and the degree 
to which the various soil horizons have been developed. In the 
region studied it was observed that the thickest layer of leached soil 
in the A horizon occurred in the better-drained soils. Good drain
age apparently induces rapid decomposition of ~'aw humus, and not 
only hastens the process of weathering but permits this weathering 
actIOll to proceed to a considerable depth. 
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SOIL TYPE AND FOREST TYPE 

Hardwoods are more exacting in their soil requirements than 
-spruce and fir. Development of hardwoods calls for well-drained, 
aerated soils of good depth that offer no serious obstacle to deep root 
penetration. Soil types 1 and 3, and to a less degree 2, meet these 
requirements. On such soils hardwoods establish themselves in large' 
numbers, often to the exclusion of softwoods. This high represen
tation of hardwoods is not due to the fact that the soil itself is 
inimical to the development of spruce and fir; on the contrary, spruce 
attains its best development on such soils once it succeeds In estab
lishing itself. Rather is it owing to the keen competition set up by 
the hardwoods on these soils, where they are able to establish them
-selves quickly and to eliminate large numbers of the slower-growing 
and less aggressive conifers. Table 9 and Figure 4 show the rela
tive abundance of softwoods and hardwoods in the spruce-hardwoods 
type. This forest typ" is largely the result of soil types 1, 2, and 3, 
and is therefore particularly favorable to the establishment of hard
wood species. 

Spruce flats are likely to have a high representation of soil type 4, 
a soil with poor underdrainage. Spruce and fir, possessing the abil
ity to thrive in wet soils, have an advantage over the hardwoods
particularly over the more fastidious beech and sugar maple-and 
form the dominating element of the reproduction. The greater 
abundance of softwood reproduction in the spruce flat is clearly 
brou~ht out in Table 9 and Figure 4. The hardwood reproduction· 
in thIS type consists largely of birch and red maple, species not very 
exacting in their soil requirements, and tolerant of wet, poorly 
drained soils. 

Beyond these very general conclusions, the soil problem is ex
tremely complicated and one which has yet to be approached from 
many angles-not only those related to physical and chemical com
position, but the biological aspects as well-before more exact deduc
tions can be made. It is believed, ho"oever, that the soil investiga
tions so far conducted, though preliminary in nature, warrant the 
conclusion that a definite relationship exists between the composition 
of reproduction and the physical character of the soil as affected by 
drainage) a fact which can be of considerable value to the forester 
in applyll1g certain silvicultural meaSllloes in sprUCe stands. 

EXPOSURE 

Variation in exposure, where accompn.nied by marked differences 
in physiogrnphic and atmospheric conditions, frequently modifies the 
composition of the stand eveh to the extent of 11 change in forest 
type. In order to determine whether or not any dependable rela
tionship exists between exposure and the composition of stands, 
data already gathered were classified and analyzed on the basis of 
exposureo (Table 14.) Data from the spruce-hardwoods type were 
selected for this purpose ratheL· than those from the spruce-flat type 
because of the necessity for a sharp definition of topography and 
exposure. SprucefilltsVare likely to be level o~ rolling, whereas the 
spruce-hardwoods type mom often )ccnrs on the lower mountain 
slopes. pj'esumably the effect of exposure would be even more 
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striking in the spruce-slope type, but the small quantity of data. 
gathered in this type precluded a fair distribution of exposures. 

TABLE H.-Relation of composition of reproallctwn to exposure, 8pruce-hard
1COOas type, on a baJtis of 132 plots 

Hard- Hard·Exposure Conlrers Spruce Fir Exposure Conirers Spruce Firwoods woods 

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Northwest._____ 32 68 32 68 South_______•__ 35 65 63 37North__________ BouthwesL_____ ]833 67 62 38 52 48 82WesL _____: ____Nortbenst. _____ 51 49 53 47 49 51 36 64 

24 76 83 17 32 68 32 68
East_____________ Northwest______
Southeast_______ LeveL_________13 87 52 48 41 59 62 35

1-
The effect of exposure as indicated by Table 14 is indeterminate, 

and in some instances the. results obtained are contradictory. Take, 
for example, the northerly and. southerly aspects as separate units. 
The average representation of hardwoods for the north, northeast, 
and northwest exposures is 61.3 per cent as a~ainst 66.7 per cent 
for all southerly aspects. Yet the strictly nortnern exposure has a 
slightly higher represe1}tation 0.£ hardwoods than the southern. 
Similarly, if the north, northeast, and east exposures, and the south, 
southwest, and west are considered as two units, the conditions more 
or less parallel those existing on the northern and southern expo
sures; the average for hardwoods on the northeastern exposures 
'is 64 per cent, and for the southwestern only 54.7 per cent. This 
might indicate a preference on the part of the hardwoods for the 
cool northeasterly exposures. 

Of the conifer reproduction on the three northerly and three 
southerly eA-posures, the percentage of fir is considerably greater 
on northerly than on southerly exposures. This is more or less 
in accord with other evidence showing that fir prefel's moist cool 
sites-it is more. abundant in the moist spruce-flat type than in the 
higher and better drained spruce-hardwoods type. Fir on the north
erly (northern, northwestern, and northeastern) exposures consti
tutes 51 PCI' cent of the pulpwood species and only 34 per cent on the 
southerly {southern, southwestern, and southeustern) exposures; yet 
in comparison the representation of fir is lower on the northeusterly 
(northern, northeastern, and eastern) thun on the southwesterly 
(southern, southwestem, and western), the percentages being 34: 
and 40 respectively. A comparison of eastern and western expo
sures nlt10 fails to bring to light lillY decided relutionship between 
exposure and composition. • 

The rather contradictory results olltained lend to the conclusion 
that the spruce-hardwoods type is provided so abundantly with 
minfall that exposure has no marked effect on the composition of 
the reprodnction; or snch must be the assumption until detailed 
studies of environmental factors h:l ve been made. 

SEED-BED CONDITIONS 

Although advance reproduction is depended upon as the main 
resource in the renewal of the stand, it is not always sufficient in 
quantity to restock cut-over arcus fully and must be supplemented 
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by new crops of seedlings. It is essential, therefore, to learn what 
seed-bed conditions favor the establishment of desirable species. 

THE CHERRY MOUNTAIN EXPERIMENT 

It is generally recognized that seed-bed conditions play an im
portant part in the germination and ultimate survival ot repro
duction and may to a large extent determine the composition ot the. 
sut'Ceeding crop of timber. In order to gain some information on 
this important question, 16 intensive reproduction plots were es
tablished on the Cherry :Mountain permanent sample plots located 
in the White :Mountain National Forest in the spruce-hardwoods 
type, and representing two distinct types of seed beds. On one set 
of plots all of the litter consisting of half-decomposed leaves, 
branches, rotted logs, moss, and herbaceous vegetation was removed, 
exposing the soil. The second set were left undisturbed. In this 
same year, and just previous to the cutting of the timber, an ex
cellent crop of seed was borne by both spruce and fir. Tallies of 
all newly germinated seedlings were made at different periods, the 
results of which are recorded in Table 15. 

TABLE l5.-Relaticn of seed·bed. cOll(lition to germination a·lld. 8urdraZ of dif
ferent species rn 192.5 ernp of seedli,IY3, ill. 8C('d{£lt[Js per mil-aere (1/100()
acre}' 

TRE--\'TED PLOTS (SOIL TROROr-GRLY EXPOSED) 

Date or examination ! Red Balsam Y ~lIow! Red Pin 1Beech Sugar I Conifers I;spruce, fir birCh, maple cherry maple T. HardWoods 

-------;--:----:------ ---- ~-.t" , 
I. No. i No. Ro.;, No. No. "O'j No. . No. 1', ct., No. fp, d.

JUDe 11.19"-5 t __ • ____.., 2. T I 25. 3 ________ 1____________ • __....__ ... ____ ' 28.0 100.0 .---.---J------
Oct. 2, 192.5..___• ______ 1 4"1' 22.., 36.1.,31 0.7 7.3 0.1 0 27.2 0,8 37l.4' 93.2 
June 1, 1926,.___• ______1 l..l 8. 0 3:!. 0 I 0 :!. 6 0 0. 2. 9.4 21.3; 34. S I 7~ ~ 

L"NTREATED PLOTS (GROUND CO\"ER LEFT L"XDISTr-RBED) 

rune 11, 192.5 '- --------1' 0 . 3., 1________1.______1_______'------~I[-------1:· 3. T 1100• 0 ..--;---I----~~Oct. 2, 192.5.________.-_ 1. ; 4., 84..5 I I. 0 1.3 ! . 1 .1 fH I 6.9 8,.0 93. 1 
June t, IG26____________ ,,5 ~ 1.5 4,81 .3 ,3 i 0 .1 . 2.0 2tl. 7: 5.5 73.3 
__~_~,_,.. _____' ___.~. _ t ....-.- .' •......--_ 

I j6 plots' (orm the basis (or this experiment.
• Hardwoods were jusr l!6ginnlng to genninate. 

The spring tally of 1925 on the exposed and undisturbed plots 
brought out some striking comparisons. On an acre basis, the 
exposed plots produced 2,700 spruce and 25,300 fir seedJ1ng.s as 
against a total absence of spruce and 3,700 fir 011 the undisturbed 
plots. ~Fig. 9.) Some hardwoods were just beginning to germinate, 
but the species could not be determined. The excess of seedlings 
on the exposed plots indicates that they represent seed-bed condi
tions favorable for germination of numerous see(Uings. It is signifi
cant that no spl'uce germination had occurred on the undisturbed 
plots lip to .Tune 11. 

The October tany, recording totals which on an acre basis would 
equal for exposed plots 4,700 spruce and 22,500 fir to the acre and 
for the undisturbed plots 1,700 spruce and 4,700 fir. gave evidence in 
approximflte fi~ures of (1) a 15 per cent increase 0'£ spruce and a 10 
per cent loss ot fir on the exposed plots; (2) the presence of 1,100 
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spruce on the undisturbed plots in contrast to a total absence of 
.spruce in the June tally; (3) an increase of 25 per cent in the fir 
seedlings on the undisturbed plots; and (4) the germination of 
hardwoods in overwhelming numbers on both sets of plots, but 
with the exposed plots greatly in the lead. 

A tally l1l the spring of 1926 indicated {L tremendous winter 
mortality in all species. The spruce were reduced from 4,700 to 
1,400 per acre, fir from 22,500 to 8,000, and hardwoods from 
371,400 to 34,800 on tIle exposed plots, while on the undisturbed 
plots the spruce were reduced from 1,700 to 500 per acre, fir from 
4,700 to 1,500, and hardwoods from 87,000 to 5,500. From the table 
it will be seen that the extremely heavy mortality in hardwoods 
during the first winter greatly increased the relative proportion of 
pulpwoods on both exposed and undisturbed plots . 

.<\. study of the data leads to the COl1ciusion that spruce and fir 
germination is more profuse on exposed soils where litter and plant 

DATE OF GROUND COVE.R 

EXAMINATION SOIL THOROUGHLY EXPOSE.D 
 UNDIST.URBED 

JUNE 

1925 


OCTOBER 

1925 


JUNE 
1926 

o 	 5 10 15 20 25 0 5 10 
SEEDLINGS PER ACRE (THOUSANDS) 

a FIR • SPRUCE 

FIGURE O.-I')I!<!(I!il1g Ru\'vivnl in l'elntion to scc(l·beiI cou(l\Uona 

growth have been draggeel away, as in skid trails and near log 
landings, than on umhsturbed areas covered with hardwood leaf 
litter, matted needles, grasses, lind other plant growth. An examina
tion of the leaf litter on the undisturbed plots disclosed ungerminated 
seed lying between the dry layers of hardwood leaves. Leaf litter 
may thus tend to delay, even if it docs not prevent, germination 
of seed. Germination of both spruce and fir also occurs earlier 
on exposed areas, and it appears that fir is able to take advaf\tage of 
favorable conditions more quickly thun is spruce. In the initial 
development of tt new Cl'OP on cut-over areas of the spruce types, fir 
has It greater representation than in the original stand, because of 
its abundant germination and its ability to taKe intmediate advantage 
of factors favoring growth and development. 

SEED-BED CONDITIONS BEFO~E AND AFTER CUTTING 

Examination of reproduction in the uncut stands throws addi~ 
iional light on the part played by seed-bed conditions in the estab

.... 
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lishment of spruce and fir seedlings. Whereas in cut-over stands. 
spruce and fit seedlings find great difficulty in becoming established 
on old decayed windfalls, this appears to be one of the favorable 
sites in the old growth. The dense shade cast by mature spruce 
stands creates conditions inimical to the establishment of hard,,'ood 
seedlings and at the same time preserves moisture in the forest 
floor. In view of these advantages and the great tolerance exhibited 
by both spruce ancl fir, it is not surprising that every type of seed 
bed, from mineral soil to deep humus and decayed wood of wind
falls and logs, should be supplied with seedlings, regardless of the 
actual soil characteristics. If moisture, the controlling factor, is 
present in sufficient quantities, almost any type of seed bed en
countered in the spruce forest answers the requirements for seedling 
germination and. survival of conifers. Only where the canopy is 
extremely dense, or where the duff of half-decomposed needles and 
other vegetation has accumulated to a considerable depth, are spruce 
and fir seedlings prevented from getting a permanent foothold in 
the forest floor. 

The opening up of the stand, however, greatly alters site condi
tions, for evaporation, rate of transpiration, and temperature are 
thereby greatly increased. On recently cut-over areas varying num
bers of seedlings ranging from a few inches to a few feet in height, 
which in the old forest had succeeded in establishing tlll'Illselves 
on decayed logs, were obseryed to hl;lvc succumbed to the effects 
of sudden exposure. Decomposed humus, although it has a great 
retentive capacity for water, has also a high wilting coefficient; hence 
a })roportionately small quantity of soil moisture is available to the 
seedlings it supports. Much of the mortality among the seedlings 
is due, probably, to their inability to get a proper amount of soil 
moisture and to lengthen their root systems quickly enough to keep 
pace with the rapidly subsiding moisture level following cutting. 
The percentage of forest floor covere(l with decayed logs, however, 
is comparatively small; hence the total number of seedlings lost 
through excessive exposure is relatively low. 

It is evident from the above that a different type of seed bed from 
that ordinarily existing in the uncut fore:;t must be present on cut
over lands if restocking of bare at'eas with new conifer seedlings is 
to be expected, and the indication is that desirable conditions are 
created throngh the removal of the mat of leaf litter and duff, plac
ing the seed dit'ectly in contact with the bare soil. Thus the rootlets 
are permitted to penetrate immediately into the uppei' soil layers 
and to reach a permanent source. of moisture without expencting 
undue energy in pushing their way ,through dry and desiccating 
layers of matted leaves and other debt'ls. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW 
STAND 

The presence of advance reproduction makes possible the early and 
rapid regeneration of the stnnc1, as is evidenced by the normal de
velopment of young conifer stands on areas where there is no inter
ference from competing g,'owth. Regeneration of cut-over spruce 
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lands with desirable species would be easy of accomplishment were 
it not for the keen competition offered by the residual stand of 
hardwoods and by the underbrush and young hardwood growth 
which often take possession of cut-over lands following logging. 
(PI. 4, A.) 

COMPETING GROWTH 

WEEDS AND SHRUBS 

Redl'llspberry (Rub~68 idae1(8) is probably the most common type 
of undergrowth encountered on cut-over spruce lands, coming in 
most heavily on lands particularly suited to the growth of softwoods. 
Blueberry (Vactinium, sp.) and witch hobble (Vibu1'nttm alnifolium) 
also come ul? abundantly on cut-over areas, the former particularly 
on sandy soils and soils with peaty charactel'istics. Red 1'aspberry 
appears to thrive best in moist situations enjoying an abundance of 
light. However, where the ground tecomes too moist and boggy, it 
may giva way to a growth of sedges and moss. The moist sites of 
the sprul!e-fiat type appear to be the best for raspberry bushes. 
Where stands have been heavily cut and an abundance of sunlight 
strikes the forest fiooL', raspberry growth springs up in dense masses, 
often taking complete possession of log roads, skid trails, and log 
landings. 

In some instances the common bl'llke fern (Pteridi~t1n la.ti1JJ8rmltt1n) 
becomes established under the same conditions that favor the estab
lishment of raspberry. Brake appears to be the more tolerant of 
shade, however, and where the two appear together the brake 
frequently shades out the raspberry. The density and extent of 
raspberry growth are strongly influenced by the openness or density 
of the canopy overhead. ·Where the canopy is unbroken raspberry 
is noticeably absent. 

There are certain redeeming features connected with raspberry 
growth which are worthy of consideration. Undoubtedly, through 
Us root system's complete occupation of the upper soil layer rasp
berry interferes seriously with the establishment of new seedlings, 
and at the same time suppresses so great a number of seedlings 
already established that much of the advance reproduction eventually 
dies. In this respect it may be considered as an aid in thinning out 
dense thickets of reproduction in the early youth of the stand, thus 
preventing, to a degree at least, the formation of overcrowded 
young stands of spruce and fir. Raspberry bushes seldom reach a 
height of over 4 or 5 feet. At this height the taller and more vigor
ous conifer seedlings, which have pushed their leaders through the 
tangled undergrowth, are released from severe competition, and 
thereafter put on rapid growth. Hardwoods are less able to with
stand the severe crowding and shading by raspbeny growth, witch 
hobble, and brake, a.nd are severely hampered in their establishment 
by these factors. This is a distinct, aiel to the young conifers, for it 
is the hardwoods in the long run that act as the chief competitors 
of spruce and fir. 

WEED TREES AND YOUNG HARDWOODS 

On the higher knolls in the spruce-flat type, particularly in the 
better drained spruce-hardwoods type where raspberry, brake, and 
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blueben-y bushes assume less importance, openings are frequently 
occupied by dense growths of mountain maple, striped maple, or pin 
cherry, in addition to a number of the merchantable hardwood 
species. Witch hobble is usuallv present, and in some instances is 
~ncountered in the spruce slope in mixture with pin cherry and paper 
or yellow birch. . 

On cut-over areas mountain and striped maple become unusually 
troublesome weed trees because of their tendency to produce fast
growing, wide-spreading clumps of sprouts after being cut down in 
swamping operations. Their sprouting capacity, their ability to 
grow under shade, and their power for early rapid growth as well 
as their general abundance all combine to hinder the development of 
the desirable species. On areas whose canopies have been little dis
turbed through cutting, beech and hard maple, being even lUore tol
erant than striped and mountain maple, find little difficulty in be- . 
coming established. Where extensive clearings have been made pin 
cherry, paper birch, poplar, and to a less extent yellow birch, come 
in thickly. Prolific seeding and abundant gern'!ination account for 
the myriad hardwood stems that spring up on areas following log
ging. Rapid height growth then makes it possible for these stems 
to overtop the slower-growing spruce and fir, and thus early in life 
to attain a lead which they maintain for many years. 

On log landings, skid trails, and roads particularly, where the 
taller reproduction has been cleared away or destroyed in the skid
ding and hauling operations, the dense masses of young hardwoods 
offer severe competition to spruce and fir reproduction. These 
cleared areas are dependent for restocking on small seedlings which 
may have escaped destruction and upon the subsequent germin!ttion 
of new seedlings. Hardly has the advance growth, however, ha.d an 
opportunity to recover and attain an appreciable height when the 
weed hardwoods take possession of the open areas and through rapid 
height growth assume the role of oppressors. 

RESIDUAL STAND 

A factor of far-reaching and lasting importance in its effect on 
the ultimate development of the young softwoods is the stand of 
large residual hardwoods left after logging. This menace is most 
pronounced in the spruce-hardwoods type where hardwoods occur 
most abundantly. (PI. 5, A.) With the pulpwood species re
moved, the residual stand may vary from a few hardwood trees per 
acre to as high as 200, ranging from 1 inch to 25 or 30 inches diam
eter at breast height. (Table 12.) The young conifers, after fight
ing their way through a growth of underbrush mu'st still contend for 
many years with this overstory before attaining a dominant position 
in the stand. 

Age and composition of the residual stand have a distinct effect 
upon the development of the conifer reproduction following cutting 
since they control to a ~Teat exte~t the amount of light that reaches 
the forest floor. ConSIderable lIght penetrates the' canopy where 
the residual hardwoods are overmature and have open crowns, per
mitting normal development of the understory of spi-uce and fir. In 
like manner the birches, particularly paper birch, with characteris
tically open crowns, give spruce and fir seedlings opportunity to 
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develop normally, though with possibly less early height growth~ 
(PI. 5, B.) In young stands of birch where the canopy is consider
ably denser than in older stands, height growth is greatly retarded~ 
Where beech and sugar maple occur in mixture with other hard
woods, the understory of young spruce and fir progresses very 
slowly, often coming to an almost complete standstill and developing 
short and very wide crowns, or in eA'treme cases even failing to 
maiiltaili terminals and forming what are commonly termed um~ 
brell::. tops. (PI. 6, A..) 

Where the stand consists of different species that make unlike de
mands upon the site, competition is greatly reduced. For example, 
where tolerant spruce and fir occur in mixture with the compara
tively intolerant birches, pin cherry, and aspen, the demands with 
respect to light, moisture, and nutrients differ widely. This explains, 
in a measure at least, the fact that spruce and fir saplings are often 
found growing satisfactorily in abundance beneath such hardwoods 
as paper birch, aspen, pin cherry, and yellow birch. 

W"here spruce and fir grow in mixture with such hardwoods as 
beech and sugar maple, the demands of all with respect to external 
conditions, particularly light, are similar, and competition is most 
keen. Distinct layers of canopy are encountered, particularly in the 
spruce-hardwoods type. On one series of plots in this type, 25 young 
trees 3 to 6 feet in height-3 of which were fir and the remainder 
spruce-were found growing underneath the canopy of an 8-inch 
beech with a crown spread of 18 feet. The beech, in turn, was over
topped by a 16-inch yellow birch with a crown spread of 30 feet. 
The survival of spruce and fir beneath the 2-storied canopy formed 
by the beech and birch illustrates the capacity of these species to 
withstand extreme suppression. Eventually, unless the overhead 
canopy is removed, most of these young trees will stagnate and die. 
The sturdiest individuals that succeed in reaching into the intermedi
ate story develop into flat-topped trees having little or no mer
chantable value, because of the mechanical interference offered by 
the limbs of the overtopping hardwoods. 

It is in the spruce-hardwoods type that hardwoods exert their 
greatest influence over the new crop of pulpwood. Here spruce and 
fir become established only after the severest of struggles. In the 
spruce-flat type, owing to the shallow, often wet soils, beech and 
sugar maple, natural rivals of spruce and fir, are infrequent, and 
in the wetter sites even paper birch, the most common hardwood in 
mixture with spruce and fir, becomes scattering, or develops into 
small trees that succumb at an early age. Hence, with the diminish
ing importance of hardwoods as a factor affecting the development 
of the young conifer stand, and the general abundance of advance 
spruce and fir reproduction, little dIfficulty is experienced in the 
spruce-flat type in maintaining the pulpwood species. 

The spruce-slope type with its steep slopes and rocky, shallow soil, 
presents conditions which are unfavorable to the establishment of 
many of the hardwood species common to the other types. Logging 
in this type leaves only a few scattering, crippled birches that die 
within a few years and the young stand of conifers thus meets with 
practically no competition from the. residual stand. Although cut
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.tiIw: is usually followed by dense growths of paper birch, pin cherry, 
and yellow bIrch, the conifers in time push their way through this 
.growth and become the dominant element in the stand. 

EFFECT OF COMPETING HARDWOODS ON HEIGHT GROWTH OF 
SPRUCE SEEDLINGS 

The extent to which hardwoods affect the height growth of red 
spruce seedlings is well illustrated by Figures 10 and 11. It will 
be seen from Figure 10 that seedlinO's growing beneath a heavy 
canopy of residual hardwoods fail to ~lOw, for as much as 12 years 
after cutting, any appreciable response in height growth as a result bf 
the removal of the mature spruce and fir. The graph was drawn 
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FIGURE lO.-Yenrly height growth of red spruce following cutting under three 
dllferent conditions of hardwood competition. Basis, 42 red spruce seedlings 

from data taken on 12-year-old cut-over areas supporting a dense 
stand of residual hardwoods of which a high percentage was beech 
and sugar maple. A noticeable response, howevGi', is shown for seed
lings which were released from oppression through the removal of the 
hardwood canopy. Although the annuuJ rate of gr0.......~!1 of 1.5 inches 
during the first and second year following cutting shows practically 
no increase over that of seedlings growing in uncut stands, the third 
year witnesses an increase, as does each succeeding year, until a 
maximum of nearly 8 inches is attained in the tenth or eleventh 
year following cutting. 

Where removal of Doth softwoods and hardwoods is followed by 
an invasion of 	young hardwoods, height growth of the released 
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conifers will ultimately be retarded. For the first five years follow
ing logging the conifer seedlings make good growth, each successive 
year showing an increase over the previous one. But after t1:.e fifth 
year ~nnual height growt~ begins to dimi~ish, until by t~e tent.h 
year It barely exceeds 1~ Inches. At the tIme of exammatIOn thIS 
cutting was 11 years old and in addition to advance reproduction 
of spruce and fir supported an average of 700 hardwood stems above 
1 inch diameter at breast height per acre, practically all of which had 
originated since the cutting, not to mention large numbers of addi
tional hardwoods below this size. The main canopy of the hardwood 
growth was about 12 feet in height, indicating that the dominant 
young hardwoods had maintained an av~rage annual growth of more 
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than 1 foot. The spruce and fir seedlings, which at the time of cut
ting averaged 6 inches in hei~ht, were badly outstripped by their 
hardwood associates-the maA,mum height growth, attained in the 
fifth year, amounting to 5 inches. At the end of 11 years the total 
height growth put on by the 6-inch spruce was approximately 3 
feet. Without question many of the spruce and fir will eventually 
break through the canopy formed by the new stand of hardwoods, 
but it will be many years before they gain supremacy. 

Figure 11 compares the accumulated height growth of spruce seed
lings under open and dense hardwood canopies for a period of 12 
years following cutting. In the open the seedlings show a total 
height growth of more than 75 inches, as against barely 20 inches 
for those in the shade. 

r . 
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RELATIVE RATES OF GROWTH OF RED SPRUCE AND BALSAM FIR 
SEEDLINGS 

. The relative rates of growth of red spruce and balsam fir seedlings 
following the removal of the mature stand can best be studied by 
consulting Table 16 and Figure 12. It will be noted that balsam 
fir, even the first year following cutting, puts on more height growth 
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seedlings following cutting. Spruce,hardwoods tY[Je. Busls, 62 red spruce und 
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than red spruce. Dominant seedlings were selected for analysis, 
although the small height growth put on by them the first year fol

.,. 	 lowing cutting indicated that previous to cutting they had been some
what suppressed. At the end of the eleventh year balsam fir had 
accumulated a 42-inch lead. This superior capacity for height 
growth in fir has already been cited as in !t measure accounting for 
the high representation of fir in young sapling and pole stands found 
on cut-over area~ 
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TABLE 16.-Relative rates of growth, by height classes, of dominatnt red spruce 
and balsam fir seedlings, formerly sup-prcssl!d bItt releal8ed through cutting, 
spruce-hardwoods type 

RED SPRUCE 

-:;; Current nnnual height growth since cutting 
::O.!3"" 

OJ).,,'" '" "Q:; .!3 ~ .,...Height class ... ... ~ ....=~ :a ... ~ ., ... ... ~ '" treet) ,.. g " ,.. ,..",0 iii '" '" " ,.. -5 '" 
OD'" ~ '" " ." .c ~ -5 .c '" '" 
l:.§ '" ... '" ~ .='" .e '" -5 ..'" 0
~'" .~'" 11 ., '" :a 

." 

" 0 
;:; ~ ,.'" '" .. l~ ,§ '" ~ -< ~ f« " Eo< f« r;; aJ '" ~ Z Eo< I~ Eo< ----'" --------'" ------------

Feet No. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. oto L_••••••.. 0.4 26 1.5 1.5 1.9 2.6 4.1 4.6 5.0 4.6 5.6 7.9 7.9 47.2 
1.1 to 2 ..•••••. 1.5 20 1.6 2.4 3.8 5.9 7.9 8.4 7.6 10.6 11.1 11.0 11.5 81.8 
2.1 to 3•••••••. 2.8 4 2.0 5.5 7.3 i.3 8.0 11.0 10.0 11.5 ]2.5 11.0 11.0 97.1 
3.1 to 4.••••••• 3.5 2 2.5 tl.5 6.0 9.0 8.5 11.5 13.0 13.0 13.0 12.0 ]3.0 lOS. 0 
4.1 to 5..•••..• 4.8 2 3.5 5.5 6.5 8.5 10.0 11.5 13.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 100.5 
7.1 to 8.•••.••• 7.9 6 .3 .6 1.0 1.7 2.3 3.7 6.0 7.4 8.6 7.3 8.6 47.5 
10.1 to ll.••••• 10.8 1 0 0 0 .5 2.0 ·1.0 10.0 14. 0 9.0 8.5 9.0 57.0 
12.1 to 13••..•. 13.0 1 0 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.5 6.5 7.0 7.0 29.0 ----.---[-

Total or I 


average. 2.2 62 1.5 2.2 3.0 4.2 5.7 6.5 6.8 7.8 8.6 9.7 65.3 


BALSAM FIR 

oto L ...••.•.. 3.6 4.9 6.4 i;5 7.7 10.4 13.0 14.0 19.0 15.0 103.8 
1.1 to 2..•••... 1.6 3 3.3 2.3 4. 7 7.0 12.0 10.0 13.0 14.0 12. 0 13.0 16.0 107.3 
2.1 to 3•.••..._ 2.6 51.2 4.8 9.2 9.2 11.0 11.3 12.0 15.0 12.0 23.0 21.0 129.7 
6.1 to 6••...... 5.9 42.0 3.1 4.0 5.0 9.6 11.8 7.6 11.6 1l.0 15.5 15.0 90.2 "' ~I 

1 

" 
9.31 

6.1 to 7 ••_.•••• 6.1 1 2.0 2.0 3.0 7.0 8.0 16.0 14.0 14.0 10.0 22.0 22.0 120.0 
1--- [-


Total or 
~I 36"~average. 3.6 5.3 6.7 8.6 9.1 10.6 13.2 13.1 18.8 16.1 107.3 

For the 11 years following cutting, balsam. fir put on an average 
height growth of 9.8 inches R year as against 5.9 inches for spruce. 
The maximum height growth in one year for all height classes 
of fir is 19 inches and for spruce 10 inches. Annual height growth 
in individual fir specimens was recorded as high as 23 inches, but 
this was unusual. Specimens of spruce seldom attain annual height 
growth of over 14 inches. In contrast with the rapid growth of 
spruce seedlings on cut· over areas is their slow growth under the 
heavy canopy of the mature stand. Figure 13 indicates that the 
average red spruce seedling developing in the mature stRnd attains 
a height of only 8 feet in 61 years, an average growth of approxi. 
mately 11/2 inches per year. It required 40 years to reach breast 
height. The general absence of fir seedlings in the higher.sized 
classes uncler a heavy canopy in the uncut sta.nd~, agai~ indicating 
the less persistent character of the fir, makes It ImpractlCal to con
struct a curve showing age of fir seedlings at the various points 
above 4 feet in height. However, analyses of fir seedlings up to 
3 and 4 feet in height, growing in mature stands, show approxi
mately the same rate of height growth as spruce. 

EFFECT OF SIZE AND AGE OF SEEDLING ON HEIGHT GROWTH 

A factor that must be given due weight in the munagement of 
spruce and fir st!1nds, particularly in the spruce·hardwoods type, 
is the rate of growth that the seedlings and saplings of different ',. 
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sizes may be expected to attain following cutting, and their corre
sponding ability to meet competition. Even when spruce and fir 
reproduction is abundant, raspberry growth, witch hobble, weed 
species, and aggressive hardwoods compete strenuously for a posi
tion in the new stand, and it is therefore important that the advance 
reproduction be of sufficient height to maintain its ascendency over 
the incoming hardwoods and other competing growth. 

An analysis of a large number of suppressed seedlings and sap
lings brought out great differences in their capacity for height 
growth following cutting. Only dominant individuals were selectee I 
for study. Figure 14 shows that small saplings, ranging between 
2 and 5 feet in height at the time of cutting, put on the most rapid 
height growth thereafter. For example, small saplings 4 feet in 
height at the time of cutting reacheel a height of nearly 15.5 feet 
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in a 13-year period, an increase of 11.5 feet. On the other hand, 
a 10-foot suppressed sapling in the same period of time increased 
only 5.5 feet in height. The yearly height-growth curves show 
that small saplings from 2 to 5 feet in height recover more promptly 
after cutting than do seedlings of any othel.· height class. (Pl. 6, R) 
Ten-foot saplings, for example, require n. recovery period of five 
years before they show a truly accelerated growth. For extremely 
flat-topped trees where new terminals must be devdoped this period 
of suppression m:Ly be even longer. (Pl. 7, A.) 

The figure also indicates thllt seedlings germinating in the yea.r of 
cutting will attain bl'elu;t height in approximately 14 to 15 years, if 
not interfered with by hardwoods or brush gro\vth. The slow growth 
of spruce reproduction under the mature stand is also indicated, as 
well as the remarkltble capacity it possesses for recovery after long 
periods of suppression. Even some specimens 10 and 15 feet tall 
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with a crown length of scarcely a foot and a width of 3 or 4 feet
the characteristic umbrella-topped trees with closely whorled 
branches and with no definite terminals-were observed to have de
veloped new leaders following the removal of the overhead canopy, 
and to have begun developing normal crowns and putting on good 
height growth. In some instances trees were noted which had ap
parently undergone two suppression periods (as indicated by the 
closely whorled branches at two distinct points on the stem), each 
followed by recovery and rapid growth. 
Fi~ure 14 also illustrates the effect of age of spruce seedlings at 

the time of cutting on their age at various heights. For example, 
a seedling 14 years old and 1 foot tall when cutting occurred is 
shown to be over 22 years of age when it attained a height of 4.5 
feet; whereas a seedling 30 years old and 3 feet tall at time of cut
ting is shown to be over 33 years of age by the time it reached 
breast height. This difference is due, of course, to the long period 
that the older seedling grew under the heavy canopy of the mature 
stand. 

SLASH DISPOSAL 

In order to show the effect of slash on reproduction, observations 
of slash on cuttings of different ages were made. A.n intensive study 
of this phase of the problem through the establishment of perma
nent sample plots is now under way, but has not progressed to the 
point where comprehensive conclusions can be drawn. 

EXTENSIVE SURVEY OF SLASH CONDITIONS· 

It was observed that the rate at which slash deteriorates varies 
greatly not only with species, but with the size of the material. 
Moisture, density, exposure to sunlight, and temperature as con
trolled by altitude and exposure, also affect, although less strikingly, 
the rate of decomposition. Pronounced differences in the state of 
decay of slash on cuttings of equal ages were noted. Softwood slash 
at elevations of 3,000 feet hacl reacheclless advanced stages of disin
tegration than on equal-aged cuttings located at 2,000 feet and 
lower. Sunlight and moisture were also noticeably responsible for 
the activity of rot-producing fungi. Generally speaking, beech, 
birch, and maple slash decomposed from two to three times as fast 
as that of spruce and fir. 

HARDWOOD SLASH . 
Hardwood tops cut in late winter and early spring usually de

velop leaves of nearly normal size and in many instances remain green 
well into the summer season. Such tops, together with those cut 
during the summer, hardly represent It fire hazard until the approach 
of fall. In the course of the first year the smaller twigs and branches 
bp,come brittle and show the fiest stages of fungous attack. But by 
the end of the third year new growth~springing up on cut-over areas 
has taken possession of practically an the openings made by cutting, 
and during the growing season greatly reduces the fire hazard. In 

• Examlnntlon of Hlusl] on cut-ov~r 11lnc18 un<l formuilition of the follOWing discussion 
on slnsh deterlorntion thereon were mllde In cooperation with Perley Spnuldlng, U. S. 
Bureau of PJllnt Industry. 
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the spring and fall, however, the dry stems and leaves add to the fire 
danger. By this time, owing to the breaking-down action of three 
winters' snows, tops have flattened to a considerable degree and the 
branches and smaller limbs have rotted off and fallen to the ground. 
This process continues until by the seventh or eighth year the bulk 
of the hardwood slash has decomposed. Casehardened limbs and 
larger water-logged material may, however, persist for a considerably 
longer period; for example, on a lO-year-old cuttin&, where yellow 
birch limbs 4 and 5 inches in diameter, lying near the ground and 
covered with decomposed slash, showed practically no signs of decay. 
Further examination of these limbs revealed the presence of consider
able moisture and an lIDusually high temperature, a. combination 
unsuited to fungous activity. 

SOETWOOD SLASH 

Softwood slash disintegrates at a much slower rate than does that 
of hardwood. .An important fact is that the highly inflammable 
branches below 1 inch in diameter are often the last to decompose, 
since they dry out so quickly that conditions are extremely unfavor
able for rot-producing fungi. 

The first year after cutting is characterized by the. dryin~ out of 
neeelles and branches. Most of the spruce needles drop off by the 
end of "the first season, but fir needles usually persist through the 
second season, some even remaining into the third. Fallen needles, 
together with leaves from broad-leaved trees, continue thereafter to 
collect near the bottom of slash piles, forming thick mats which may 
remain in an undecomposed state for a number of years. A slow 
but steady rotting in both sapwood and heartwood continues, so 
that ordinarily by the end of the eighth or ninth season, 2, 3, and 
4 inch branches are fairly well rotted. Heavy winter snows assist 
in flattening piles and windrows of slash, tending to compact the 
entire mass, thus bending or crushing such advance reproduction 
as may be underneath. From the tenth year on, disintegration 
progresses fairly rapidly, the fire hazard being ordinarily reduced 
to normal by the twelfth year. However, on 12-year-old cut overs 
many of the thoroug~lly seasoned smaller branches in the topmost 
layer show no appreCIable rot. (PI. 8, A.) Even at the end of 20 
years, main stems, though somewhat flattened and largely rotted, 
may still retain their original form, while in unlopped slash resinous 
branches often persist. It was noted that slash resulting from 
lopped tops disappears more quickly. 

At the end of 12 years the heavy needle mat formed near the base 
has largely decomposed, but the· slash pile does not yet represent 
favorable conditions for the germination of new seecUings. Occa
sional new spruce and fir seedlings were found germinating in slash 
piles in 18 and 20 year' old cuttings. In most'instances, however, 
they were found coming in on decayed logs sufficiently decomposed 
to form fairly deep la.yers of mold. 

AREA COVERED BY SLASH 

Although it was obsel'ved that the percentnge of area covered with 
slash is influenced by such factors as stand composition, number of 
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trees, branchiness·or timber, and degree or utilization, the controlliqg 
factors appear to be that of the volume of timber removed and tlj.e 
method of slash disposal. On special plots in the spruce-hardwoods 
type where different systems of cuttmg were employed, accurate 
records were kept of the quantity of timber removed, the quantity 
of slash resulting therefrom, and the area actually covered. Table 
17 shows the relationship of system of cutting to area, covered with 
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FIGURE 15.-Areu covered by slush ufter plling and burnIng in relutlon to volume 
of stRnd removed. Spruce-hardwoods type 

slash. On one-half the area slash was left undisturbed as it fell, 
while on the remaining half hardwood tops were lopped and the 
softwood slash piled and burned. 

TABLE 17.-Relutio'n Of '/.·olwlIle of timber 1'e,lW'oocL per acre llY cLifferent method.~ 
Of cutting to the percentage Of urea cOL'ered 10ith slash 

IPortion of area co"eredTimber removed with ligbt and dense 
slush 

Method of cutting 

Spruco Hard- Total MerCharit-1 Ligh.t to Innd fir woods Dense Totalable "olume mediUm 

iAil merchantable species cut to Board/eet Board/tet Board/eel' Per ctnt Per Ctnt low dinmeter •• _________________ p., ani Per cenl11,250 3,980 15,230 6.091 26 32.0Selection cutting of ull merchnntable speeies _____________________ 4,080 9,WO 705,1~ 0.5 12 18. 5Conifers only, clear cuL__________ 2,9'JO 2,990 26 i.l 0 7.1 

;l' Figure 15 shows for the series of plots under discussion the relation 
of the percentage of volume removed to area covered with slash aiter 
piling and burning. The area most completely covered with slash, 
32 per cent, had suffered the heaviest removal of timber, approxi
mately 15,000 feet board measure per acre. Approximately 2 per 
cent of each plot was covered with slash for each thousand board feet 
of timber removed. On an adjacent experimental slash-disposal plot 
on which no slash was burned, a ppro:-..-imately 57 per cent of the area 
was covered with slash. In this case for each 1,000 board feet of 
timber cut per acre, 8 per cent of the area was covered with slash. 

Table 18 gives for the spruce-hardwoods type the percentage of 
the area studied that was covered with lopped hardwood and soft
wood slash, classified on the basis of slash density. The table shows 
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tl1at the removal of 8,750 board feet from the acre, fairly evenly 
q~vided between softwoods and hardwoods, resulted in covering 17 
p~r cent of the area with conifer and 22 per cent with hardwood 
~lash, or 4.5 per cent for each 1,000 feet of timber removed per acre. 
On the basis of the volume of wood removed, softwood slash covers 
pnly 67 per cent as much area as ha.rdwood slash. Of the total of 39 
p~r cent of the area slash-covered, 18 per cent of each acre is occupied 
Jly dense slash, 11 per cent by a moderate layer, and 10 per cent is 
lightly strewn. Althou~h hardwood slash tends to occupy a greater 
l3urface area per unit ot volume removed, 64 per cent of it falls in 
the class of medium and light slash as against 36 per cent that is 
~lassified as dense. This indicates a tendency of softwood slash to 
compact itself. 

TABLE 18.-Percentage ot area coverea with 81asl~ on area loggea tor merchant
able hara'z(;oods (llld SOft1(;Oods, alld percenta·ge of sl(Lsh of different densities; 
all sl(Lsh lopped; spruce-h(Lrd·u;oods type 

Distrlhution of slash byArea covered with slash Distridu- densitiesTimber tion ofSlash removed slash byper acre type Dense Medium Light Total Dense Medium Light 

Board feet Per cent Per cent Per ce"t Per ce1lt Per Ct1lt Per ce1lt Per cent Per cent ConlCer________________ 
4,690 44 10 4 3 17 62 23 15Hardwood_____________ 
4,060 56 8 7 7 22 36 33 31 

Total or a verage_ 8,750 100 18 11 10 39 46 28 26 

In the spruce-flat type, on 58 transect strips run through pUlp
wood tracts OIl which but 4,200 feet per acre were removed, 29.2 
per cent of the area was covered with slash, two-thirds of this of 
medium density and the remainder dense. In this instance, approxi
mately 7 per cent of the area was covered for each 1,000 feet of 
timber removed. This high percentage of slash per thousand feet 
can be accounted for by the fact that the timber removed \vas of 
small size, averaging only 7.7 inches diameter at breast height, and 
~~so by the fa?t that c01~siderable young growth of sapling and pole 
SIze was cut In swampmg. In the spruce-slope type where pure 
stands of sr.ruce and fir are common, extensive cut-over areas were 
encounterec , which, with the exception of skid trails and haul roads, 
were entirely covered with slash. (PI. 7, B.) 

EFFECT OF SLASH ON SEEDLING SURVIVAL 

With the lnrge quantity of advance reproduction present in spruce 
and fir stands, It is to be expected that much of it, particularly In the 
smaller size classes, should be covered by slash in the process of 
logging. Figure 16 shows that loss to spruce and fir from this source 
is particularly high in the one-half and 1 foot classes, averaging 
about 16.5 per cent, and diminishing steadily with increase in size 
to 8 per .cent for the 5-foot class. It is impossible at present to state 
how permanent this loss will be. Where slash does not occur in 
dense masses and in windrows, It large part of the reproduction will 
survive, but there is no question that slash left after logging will 
l'educe noticeably the amount of reproduction on cut-over arens. 
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In order to gain some knowledge of the degree to which slash sup
presses and smothers advance reproduction, different densities of 
slash were applied to small quadrats in the spruce-flat type under 
uniform conditions of light, exposure, and soil. Check plots were 
also established on which no slash was placed. Since the experiment 
has been in progress for only two years the data presented are far 
from conclusive, but the trends are worthy of consideration. 

Table 19 shows that over a period of two years the number of 
seedlings is considerably reduced as a result of being covered with 
slash, the dense slash completely exterminating all hardwoods. The 
average loss of red spruce and balsam fir combined on the heavy 

SLASH COVERED UNHARMED BY SLASH 

I 
tFT. SEEDLINGS ___117 

2-FT. SEEDLINGS ______112 :if ,)",2191 


I I I 

3-FT. SEEDLINGS _____ 14- -106 

I I 1 
4-FT. SEEDLINGS ______ 12 ,791 

5-F.T. SEEDLINGS ---- ---+-ISHS31 
20 15 10 5 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

PER CENT NUMBER 
FIGURE 16.-Percentage of seedlings in various height classes cov~red by slash, and 

number left per acre. (Spruce-hardwoods type.) 

, slash areas is 4:7 per cent, under medium slash 27 per cent, under 
light slash 26 per cent, and on the check plot only 12 per cent. The 
aggressiveness of the fir is again indicated, in that lower mortality 
is recorded on all of the plots for this species than for the spruce. 
In general, the heaviest losses occurred in the smaller size classes. 

TABLE 19.-N-umber Of seedlillg8 of 1:ariou_~ species present Just prior to appli
cation of slash (1923) a-lid tlCO years later (1925) 

SEEDLINGS UNDER HEAVY A_"'<D MEDIUM SLASH 

i__u_n,d_cr_h_en_"_'--;Slas_h__I___u_·n_d,er_m_e_d_iu_m..,.slns_h__ 
Species 

Loss 1923 1925I 1923 _1_925__ ___-1___ Loss 
1 -----

,Number Number Ptr ~nt Number Number Per cent 
52 13 6 54~~::'A~:::::::===:==::=::::::=:::==::==I ~ 19 41 20 18 10Red maple________________________________ 7 0 100 0 3 0

Yellow birch______________________________ 2'2 0 100 3 2 33 

SEEDLINGS UNDER LIGHT SLASH AND NO SLASIl 

Under light slash Under no slash 
Species 

1923 1925 Loss 1923 1925

-----------------------1----
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Not enough data are on hand to indicate what effect slash burning 
has on the future composition of the stand. On plots established 
in an extensive 23-year-old cutting in the spruce-flat type, over 
which fire had run after spruce and fir, and also pine, had been 
removed, a tally of the young pole stand showed an average of '73 
per cent spruce and 2'7 per cent fir. The high representation of 
spruce is most striking. It is impossible to state to what extent 
burnin~ of slash was responsible for this, but the condition is so 
unusual as to warrant further investigation. 

Observations in general on cut-over areas indicate that hardwood 
slash is less damaging to young growth than is that of softwood. 
The general open character of hardwood slash permits a certain 
number of seedlings to push their way through without undue inter
ference. On some of the older areas it was not unusual to see seed
lings making good progress through unlopped hardwood tops. Lop
ping hardwood tops compacts the slash and increases the chances of 
smothering. No great difference was noted in the rate of decay in 
lopped as against unlopped hardwood slash. 

Softwood slash ordinarily forms so dense a cover and decays so 
slowly that it smothers out the advance reproduction very thor
oughly. On cut-over areas from 8 to 12 years of age practically no 
advance reproduction succeeded in surviving the effects of a dense 
cover of softwood slash such as is represented by windrows and large 
piles. (PI. 8, B.) . 

SUMMARY 

Because of increased stumpage values of spruce and fir, operators 
of pulpwood lands in the Northeast have recently adopted the prac
tice of clear cutting their land. vVhat effect this policy will have 
on future pulpwood production on these lands and what is necessary, 
in view of present conditions, to maintain desirable pulpwood stands 
in this region have been to some degree determined by an extensive 
survey of cut-over land of 1111 ages throughout the spruce region of 
the Northeast. 

Some of the outstanding facts brought out in the examination of 
a large number of temporary sample plots established on various
aged cut-over areas in the different forest types nre as follows: 

ABUNDANCE OF REPRODUCTION 

On most areas, regardless of the severity of the cutting, an abund
ance of spruce and fir reproduction was found, nearly all of which 
was advance growth present in the stand prior to cutting. Even in 
stands containing a large percentage of hardwoods, it is not unusual 
to find a satisfactory restocking of pulpwood reproduction. There 
is, however, a general lack of spruce and fir seedlings that have come 
up since cutting. . 

In quantity, the advance reproduction varies with forest type, the 
spruce-slope type having the most, spruce-flat next, and spruce-hard
woods the least; but in general, the largest quantities are found on 
areas which originally supported the largest volume of spruce and 
fir. 

Abundance of seed, favorable seed-bed conditions, and the shade
enduring qualities possessed by both spruce and fir account for the 
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A, Conifer slash on 12·year·old cutting. 'rhe Inr~er material in such slush usually rols fir~L The 
smaller brunches lying ncar the surface of slash piles and exposed to Lhe drying arlion cf the 
wind nnd sun hecome thoroughly seasoned. 'fhis highly inflammahle mnteria1 <lYOn nfter " 
period of 12 years often shows little sign of decay; B. dense conifer slash cnIshes nnd kills ndmnco 
reproduction growing benenlh it nnd elfectually preveuts new reproduction from hccoming esU:b· 
lishetl on areas occupied hy it for n period of from 15 to 20 yenrs. Note reproduction scrroUl:tllr.g 
slnsh pile. ShIsh of this chnrnt·ter should bo burned Lo give seedliugs nil opportunity to utilize 
tbo land otherwise occupied by dense slush 
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plentiful reprodu0tion of these species in old-growth stands in all 
types. The spruce-flat type shows a tendency to produce large num
bers of spruce and fir seedlings and a relatively small number of 
hardwoods and weed species; the spruce-hardwoods type, fewer seed
lings of the pulpwood species and large numbers of hardwoods anel 
weed species; and the spruce-slope type, great quantities of conifer 
seedlings, but at the same time numerous hardwoods and 'weed 
species. 

The extent to which this advance reproduction is benefited by cut
ting is directly proportional to the severity of the cutting. Removal 
of the old stand changes site conditions, but exposure to added sun
light with accompanying changes in soil conditions results in damage 
to only a small percentage of the advance reproduction. 

HARDWOOD COMPETITION 

Competitive hardwood growth is the most disturbing single factor 
operating to prevent the final establishment of spl'uce and fir. In 
spite of this, the spruce-flat and spruce-slope types are maintaining 
their original representation of coniiers, but in the spruce-hard
woods type hardwoods are supplanti.i1g to a considerable extent both 
spruce and fir. In the spruce-flat type spruce and fir reproduction 
has much les" difficulty in maintaining ib~ position with the con
temporary hardwood growth than in the spruce-hardwoods type. 
In the spruce-slope type conifer reproduction meets severe competi
tion from young hardwoods, but with littlf' overhead competItion 
from residual hardwoods it will eventually dominate the stand. 

Clear-cutting of spruce and fir prevents restocking of these species 
for many years following cutting; meanwhile, the large residual 
hardwoods are seeding abundantly, so that much additional hard
wood growth is established. Promiscuous cutting of young growth 
in some instances may be chiefly responsible for the conversion of 
former mixed spruce and hardwood stands into pure hltrdwoods. 

Where beech and sugar maple form an appreciable portion of tha 
stand, any type of cutting, unless followed by special cultural treat
ment, results in the rapid encroachment of hardwoods on areas 
formerly occuried by spruce and fir. If yellow birch predominates 
and pulpwoo( reproduction is well advanced, the cutting out or 
girdhng of hardwoods will greatly increase the reproduction of 
spruce and fir. 

Openings made by cuttings are quickly invaded by a rank growtll 
of brush, young hardwoods, and weed species, the amount and eJl.i;ent 
of brush being strongly influenced by the density or openness of 
the canopy overhead, particularly in the case of raspberry. Gener
ally speaKing, cut overs are completely clothed by these invaders 
by the end of the third year. 

SPRUCE VERSUS FIR IN NEW STANDS 

Clear-cutting has the effect of changing the composition of the 
new stand, and of increasing fir at the expense of the more valul.'.ble 
spruce. But, since these stands are normally stocked with advance 
reproduction and the relative representation of spruce and fir in the 
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future stand is already largely determined, it is questionable whether 
, any scheme of cutting will have any material effect on the relative 

abundance of spruce and fir in the next crop of pulpwood. 

SEED-BED CONDITIONS 

On old-growth stands, where competition from brush growth is 
less severe, all types of seed beds, regardless of actual soil character
istics, appear to be suitable for spruce and fir reproduction, providing 
sufficient moisture is present. On cut-over areas, spruce and fir 
germination is more profuse on exposed soils where litter and plant 
growth have been dragged away and rootlets can penetrate imme
diately to a permanent source of moisture, than on undisturbed areas 
covered with hardwood leaf litter, matted needles, grasses, and other 
plant growth. On exposed plots an average per acre of 4,700 spruce 
and 22,500 fir have been found, as against 1,700 spruce and 4,700 fir 
for the undisturbed plots. Hardwood leaf litter occasionally pre
vents germination of seed. 

SEEDLING DEVELOPMENT 

Moderately suppressed spruce and fir reproduction responds vig
orously in height growth following the removal of the overhead 
canopy through cutting, fir responding more rapidly than spruce. 
Seedlings ranging between 2 and 5 feet put on the most rapid 
height growth. 

Seedlings germinated at the time of cutting have the advantage 
over all competitive growth and reach breast hei~ht in about 15 
years; seedlings growing under the hea,vy canopy ot a mature stand 
require approximately 40 years. 

On upper spruce slopes young spruce and fir seedlings compete 
very successfully with invading young hardwoods for a period of 
five years a.iter cutting, after which annual height growth shows 
diminution due to the rapidity with which young hardwoods begin 
to overtop spruce and fir. 

IMPORTANCE OF SOIL CONDITIONS 

Character of soil, which is largely the result of drainage as deter
mined by glacial formation, plays an important part in stand compo
sition. Preponderance of hardwoods and small representation of 
spruce and fir in deep, well-drained, aerated soils is not due to the 
fact that these soils are inimical to the development of conifers, but 
to the fact that they are particularly suited to the hardwoods. On 
the other hand, the preponderance of spruce and fir in the spruce-flat 
type may be attributed to the ability of these species to thrive in 
soils not partiCUlarly suited to the hardwoods. 

Soil types in spruce stands change rapidly within comparatively 
short distances, even slight variations in topography and drainage 
resulting in a change of soil type. 

SLASH DISPOSAL 

The rate at which slash decomposes varies greatly with respect to 
species as well as to size of the material. Beech, birch, ane! maple 
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slash decomposes from two to three times as fast as that of spruce 
and fir. By the end of the seventh or eighth year, practically all 
hardwood slash on cut-over areas has disappeared; but it may take 
20 years for conifer slash to decompose completely. A.bnormal fire 
hazard disappears at the end of the third or fourth year in hard
wood-slash areas, whereas softwood slash constitutes an abnormal 
hazard for 8 to 12 years. The larger softwood slash rots first. Even 
after 10 or 12 years branches less than 1 inch in diameter may show 
but little sign of decay. 

The quantity and density of slash vary with the species and volume 
of timber removed per unit of area. 

Dense softwood slash, even when unlopped. not only crushes and 
kills the advance reproduction beneath it but effectually prevents 
the establishment of new reproduction on all areas occupied by it for 
a period of 15 to 20 years. HUTdwood slash rarely hinders repro
duction seriously for more than 5 or 6 years. Lopping hardwood 
tops compacts the slash on relatively small areas and increases the 
chances for smothering seedlings. 

to' Dense conifer slash should be burned (preferably in the winter as 
logging progresses), but similar disposal of hardwood slash is rarely 
warranted. 
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